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ABSTRACT 
 The purpose of this study was to explore the experiences of student-athletes who 
had an eating disorder or disordered eating (ED/DE) while competing for the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). Integrating criticism and connoisseurship and 
critical evocative portraiture, four post-collegiate women who participated in cross 
country and track, who were either clinically diagnosed with an ED/DE or who self-
diagnosed, participated in two interviews to describe their experiences with and the 
impact of ED/DE on their athletic pursuits, academic pursuits, as well as their 
relationships with coaches, teammates, and family. The analysis of these interviews 
showed the complexity of this topic. Three overarching themes emerged, each with two 
sub-themes to further elaborate the intricacies and inconsistencies of motivation for these 
student-athletes, as well as the seriousness of how overwhelming and detrimental ED/DE 
is. The first theme, Becoming More Serious, explained the perspective of each participant 
as they navigated becoming a better runner. Stemming from both internal and external 
pressures, participants desired success in running, which paralleled the need to obtain an 
ideal body type that would lead to success. Internal Conflict, the second theme, 
manifested itself in various forms for the participants. Participants felt compelled to 
control their running, diets, and schedules, often driven by self-reinforcement, and 
occasionally reinforcement from others. The third theme, Support, encompassed two sub-






felt extreme loneliness and isolation from the people in their lives, often in an effort to 
protect their ED/DE, though in some cases in an effort to protect themselves as they 
attempted recovery. For some participants, support for overcoming ED/DE was displayed 
by coaches and teammates, though often the opposite occurred, leaving participants to 
have no support system. Conclusively, this study shows in detail the intense experiences 
of this particular population, and the various ways ED/DE impacted their lives as a 
student-athlete. Recommendations for the NCAA and for future researchers are included 
in this paper, primarily focusing on the lens in which we take when examining this topic, 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Background  
In recent studies, researchers have found a decrease in emotional health amongst 
college-aged students (i.e., Eagan et al., 2017). A 2016 national survey of college 
freshman reported the lowest levels of emotional health in over three decades, with 12% 
of students expressing that they felt frequently depressed (Eagan et al., 2017). 
Approximately one-fifth of young adults ages 18 through 25 experience some sort of 
mental health disorder such as depression or anxiety (Locke et al., 2016). Considering the 
transition between high school and college, the increased stress comes as no surprise to 
researchers. College student-athletes are a subset of this population and often experience 
additional mental health stressors including increased academic pressures, long playing 
seasons, an intense pressure to succeed in athletic pursuits, and the commercialization of 
college athletics (Brown, 2014). While student-athletes try to sustain time for academics, 
estimated by most universities and colleges to be one hour of work per enrolled credit 
hour (The University of Michigan-Flint, 2018), this population is also spending 20 to 40 
hours a week on their sport, including practices, rehabilitation, competition, and travel 
(Moltz, 2011). Finding balance in this busy schedule, in addition to finding healthy ways 
of coping with these stressors, is sometimes unobtainable and has resulted in more 
psychological distress in comparison to non-athletes (Maniar et al., 2005; Wolanin et al., 
2016). Most commonly, student-athletes experience greater levels of depression (NCAA, 
2016b), anxiety (Brown, 2014), substance abuse (Burnsed, 2014),
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and eating disorders (Greenleaf et al., 2009). Eating disorders and disordered eating 
(ED/DE) in particular have been shown to exist in one in four student-athletes according 
to a 2014 NCAA report. This problem spans across both men and women, across all sport 
types, and researchers have found an increase in prevalence in the past decade. As the 
research has expanded on this problem, more attention has been paid to causes and 
effects of ED/DE in this population. 
Statement of the Problem 
Though there has been recent urgency to understand eating disorders and 
disordered eating (ED/DE), there are still gaps in the literature. One perspective 
frequently taken by researchers includes understanding prevalence of the problem within 
the student-athlete population, most often deciphering differences between sport types 
(e.g., cross country versus softball). Researchers have found that more lean sports, like 
swimming or cross country, may result in a higher likelihood of ED/DE. Other studies 
have shown that athletes who wear more revealing uniforms, like participants of 
wrestling and track and field, may also be at higher risk than those athletes in less 
revealing uniforms, like basketball (Brooks-Gunn et al., 1987; Krentz & Warschburger, 
2011). Researchers have also considered factors that may contribute to higher risk 
student-athletes including genetics, family issues, personality characteristics, and societal 
pressures of obtaining and maintaining thin bodies (Greenleaf et al., 2009; Thompson & 
Sherman, 2007). Consistently, researchers have agreed that females are confronted with 
an internal pressure to maintaining a particular body type that benefits their athletic 
performance, in addition to feeling pressure to maintain a low weight (Wells eta al., 
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2015). These pressures, however, are not nearly as prominent in males (Chatterton & 
Petrie, 2013). 
While quantitative data have been beneficial in understanding prevalence and 
general causes of eating disorders and disordered eating in student-athletes, little 
qualitative research has been conducted on the problem. Arthur-Cameselle, Sossin, and 
Quatromoni’s (2017) study acknowledged the need for a more person-centered approach 
to studying the student-athlete population to gather deeper understanding of firsthand 
experiences. Their results showed that student-athletes reported more sport-specific 
factors including performance pressure, team weigh-ins, injuries as a trigger of eating 
disorders, and further supported the need for prevention and treatment programs 
customized for the unique vulnerabilities of this population. While this study was critical 
in better understanding underlying mechanisms of ED/DE in student-athletes, more 
information is needed to better understand the problem. That is, while researchers have 
focused on the student-athlete as the athlete alone, there has not been a focus on the 
student portion of being a student-athlete with an eating disorder. Further, there is an 
inconsistency in examination of athletes from all three NCAA divisions, clinical versus 
non-clinical samples, and race/ethnicity as an issue (Olson et al., 2011).  
Purpose of Study 
 The purpose of this study was to explore the experiences of student-athletes who 
had an eating disorder or disordered eating (ED/DE). In an attempt to more deeply 
understand these unique experiences, I examined four post-collegiate NCAA student-
athletes who participated in cross country and track, and who were either diagnosed with 
an ED/DE by a professional, or by self-diagnosis. As a result of the study, 
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recommendations were made for purposes of NCAA policy-making and further research 
needs.  
Justification for the Study 
 Results from this study are valuable from numerous perspectives and can 
contribute to the field of eating disorders and disordered eating (ED/DE) in the student-
athlete population. Data provides information on a number of considerations that the 
current literature has either not addressed in full, or not addressed at all. Incomplete or 
missing elements of literature in the realm of ED/DE has included a lack of qualitative 
data collection (Arthur-Cameselle et al., 2017), an inconsistency in studying student-
athletes from all three NCAA divisions, analyses of clinical and non-clinical level 
ED/DE, including self-diagnosis, race and cultural differences as a factor of onset or 
experience, and finally, looking at the student-athlete from both the student and athlete 
perspective. This study addresses and explores the gaps in literature, which in turn 
provides a more comprehensive picture of the experiences of this specific population.  
Arthur-Cameselle, Sossin, and Quatromoni’s (2017) reported that qualitative 
research had only been published on athletes with eating disorders three times prior to 
their work. Even after their study was published, the number is still extremely low, at 
only four to my knowledge. Despite the small number, however, a few results stand out. 
First, Sundgot-Borgen (1994) identified sport-specific risks including injury, high 
training demands, and coaching changes. In a clinical sample, Arthur-Cameselle and 
Quatromoni (2011) identified negative mood states, low self-esteem, hurtful 
relationships, and sport performance pressure as common triggers. Similarly, in a sub-
clinical sample, Stirling and Kerr (2012) identified perfectionisms, competitiveness, and 
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pain tolerance as common personality characteristics. Finally, in Arthur-Cameselle, 
Sossin, and Quatromoni’s (2017) study, researchers attempted to use open-ended 
interviews with larger samples to understand risk factors for eating disorder onset. This 
included interviewing 29 female college student-athletes and non-athletes with clinical-
level eating disorders. Researchers found that there were indeed sport-specific triggers 
from student-athletes and the onset of their eating disorder, and included performance 
pressure, teammate modeling of eating disorder behaviors, injury, and team weigh-ins.  
While Arthur-Cameselle, Sossin, and Quatromoni’s (2017) research better 
explored the student-athlete, keeping “person” at the center of research, there are still 
other considerations to be explored. For example, Greenleaf et al. (2009) revealed that 
while female student-athletes do indeed suffer from clinical eating disorders, it is more 
often the case that student-athletes experience symptom levels that are subclinical yet still 
problematic. Greenleaf et al. explained that athletes who are symptomatic may go 
undetected because of the subclinical level of their symptoms, causing them to be unable 
to resolve issues underlying their disordered eating. That is, as subclinical levels of 
symptoms do not result in a diagnosis very often these individuals do not receive 
treatment. Further, college athletic personnel may not be able to recognize signs and 
symptoms of problematic eating behaviors when they are not at the clinical level. This 
leads to the consideration of how often student-athletes are able to go unnoticed with 
their ED/DE. Taking this into account, it is important to understand student-athletes with 
a self-diagnosed ED/DE, not simply those that are diagnosed by a professional or that 
meet the clinical-level type.  
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Another consideration is understanding the relationship between race/ethnicity 
and ED/DE. While some studies have been conducted, researchers suggest more clarity 
be made with non-Caucasian populations. For example, Leschak (2013) conducted a 
study to determine if ethnicity (White vs. Black) had an effect on components of the 
Female Athlete Triad, a continuum used to understand and detect eating disorders in 
female athletes. There were no significant differences between White and Black 
participants. Similarly, Lewis (2012) found prevalence of ED/DE in Black college 
student-athletes to resemble numbers of White student-athletes. However, these results 
conflict with Olson, Esco, and Williford’s (2011) study, which showed that Black 
student-athletes were less likely than White student-athletes to experience negative body 
image and/or eating behaviors/attitudes. They suggested that there may be a more social-
cultural hypothesis behind their findings and suggested a further examination. It is 
important to consider ethnicity as a component of the student-athlete experience with 
ED/DE. The inconsistency in measuring prevalence of non-White populations is 
concerning, and in further work, it would be an injustice not to consider how various 
ethnicities experience this problem.  
 While the current study provided data that can enlighten the field of ED/DE in 
athletes, it primarily sheds light on the experiences and direct impact ED/DE has on 
student-athletes. While data has been collected on mental health of student-athletes, there 
has been no published study, to my knowledge, that has examined this population with 
the specific mental health challenge of an ED/DE. By using qualitative analysis, I was 
able to dive deeply into these experiences, keeping the student-athlete as the focus, not 
simply the athlete with an ED/DE. Furthermore, by collecting data on both clinician-
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diagnosed and self-diagnosed ED/DE, I was able to examine student-athletes who may 
otherwise go under the radar, and who are an at-risk population. The information 
gathered from this study not only brings light to such a prominent issue within National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) student-athletes, but it also enhances the current 
research, hopefully leading to better policy, programming, and understanding of the 
problem.  
Research Questions 
 This research was guided by the following question: What are the experiences of 
female, NCAA student-athletes with eating disorders or disordered eating? In addition, 
the following sub-questions also guided the study: 
1. From the student-athlete perspective, how did having an eating 
disorder/disordered eating impact the student-athlete’s academic pursuit, if at all? 
2. From the student-athlete perspective, how did having an eating 
disorder/disordered eating impact the student-athlete’s athletic pursuit, if at all? 
3. From the student-athlete perspective, how were personal relationships, including 
those with coaches, teammates, family, and friends, impacted, if at all? 
Additionally, as this study was conducted via the integration of two qualitative methods 
that had never been used before, a final research question was developed to address its 
success, challenges, and implications:  
4. What are the advantages of integrating criticism and connoisseurship and 





The proposed study included four female, post-collegiate, NCAA student-athletes 
who participated in cross country and track. Participants were selected through 
convenience sampling, in addition to snowball sampling. The sample included two 
Division I women, one Division II woman, and one Division III woman. The purpose of 
choosing student-athletes from all three divisions stemmed from a gap in the literature, as 
studies often only focus on one division, or samples are primarily Division I athletes, due 
to the perceived higher level of competitiveness (Thompson & Sherman, 2010). 
Additionally, this study attempted to obtain a racially and ethnically diverse sample, as 
literature has shown to be contradicting on the topic of ED/DE in non-White populations. 
That is, research has often concluded that non-White women are protected from ED/DE 
(i.e., Striegal-Moore & Smolak, 2000), though other studies have shown that there is bias 
in the literature and actual diagnoses of ED/DE in non-White ethnicities (Perez & Joiner, 
2003). Furthermore, quantitative research consistently uses samples of majority White 
participants (i.e., Petrie et al., 2009; Stewart et al., 2014). In this study, it was my aim to 
keep to the standard of approximately 25% non-White participants. Unfortunately, while 
I was under the impression that I had succeeded in this due to one participant’s referral 
for a non-White participant, I later realized that my participant did in fact identify as 
White. Finally, a critical component of this study was to include participants who were 
both clinically diagnosed and who were self-diagnosed, as research has shown increasing 
numbers of undiagnosed ED/DE amongst female student-athletes. This study was 
successful in demonstrating this, as two women were clinically diagnosed with an ED/DE 




The proposed study integrated components of two qualitative approaches 
throughout a three-step process. These methods included criticism and connoisseurship 
(i.e., Eisner, 1976; Uhrmacher et al., 2016), as well as critical evocative portraits (i.e., 
Lyman et al., 2013). Criticism and connoisseurship laid the foundation for the study, 
(Eisner, 1998; 2002), which included two semi-structured interviews. The primary goal 
going was to hold as many of the interviews face-to-face as possible. Fortunately, three of 
the four participants completed both their interviews face-to-face, while the other was 
conducted virtually due to time restraints and geographical distance.  Both interviews 
were semi-structured: The first round of interviews were guided by questions (see 
Appendix A), while second interviews were guided by follow-up questions specific to 
each participants’ experiences.  
The third and final phase of the study was optional and was planned in an effort to 
search for meaning and coherence in the observation of utilizing critical evocative 
portraits (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997) and Eisner’s arts-based roots (1976). Three 
of the four participants were asked to construct portraits in a medium of their choice with 
the prompt, “What was the epitome of your experience of having an eating 
disorder/disordered eating as an NCAA student-athlete?” By doing this, the intention was 
to employ aesthetic aspects so that future readers can make sense of the subject by 
actively interpreting their portrait, along with my analysis of all data collected. Two of 
the three participants considered completing this final phase during a two-week period, 
but opted not to, while the third participant agreed, though was unable to finish due to 
feeling emotionally triggered while in the midst of creating her portrait. Details of this 
interaction are discussed throughout the remainder of this paper. The fourth participant 
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was not asked to complete this final phase due to time restrictions for completing this 
study. 
Analysis 
First round interviews were transcribed by hand and analyzed before follow-up 
interviews were conducted. This process included listening to interview recordings, 
transcribing, noting interviewee tone and language (i.e., laughter or sadness), and 
reviewing any noteworthy body language from various points in the interviews. After 
each interview was reviewed, second interview questions were drafted. The majority of 
these questions were specific to the participant; that is, questions were developed on the 
basis of topics discussed in the first interviews. However, some Phase 2 interview 
questions that were similar across participants, as themes were beginning to emerge 
across all participant Phase 1 interviews. For example, an immediate theme was the idea 
of becoming a more serious runner. Therefore, each second interview included the 
question: “What does it mean to be more serious about running?” 
Two approaches were taken to analyzing the data. Partially, Saldana’s (2009) 
suggested method of analyzing qualitative data was used by implementing a cyclical 
process involving “comparing data to data, data to code, code to data, code to category, 
and category back to data” (p. 45). Simultaneously, I also utilized annotation, as I 
considered the content of the interview, how it fit into the participant’s story, how it 
related to eating disorder and disordered eating (ED/DE) literature, and how their 
particular story and data fit into the larger study.  
At completion of the analysis, emergent themes were derived from interviews, 
observations, and the attempted arts-based portrait. Throughout the remainder of this 
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paper, data is presented in individual portraits, followed by an explanation of the 
emergent themes, and a discussion of what it means and why it is critical to understand 
the phenomenon of NCAA student-athletes with ED/DE.  
Positionality 
Finally, it is important to state my positionality in this line of research, and 
particularly within this study. I am a White, female, post-collegiate NCAA cross country 
and track and field athlete from a Division II university in the northeast United States. I 
experienced an undiagnosed eating disorder, which included symptoms of anorexia 
nervosa, exercise anorexia, and binge eating disorder. My relationship with my eating 
disorder did not begin until my third year at my university, and I did not disclose that I 
was suffering from these issues until years after I graduated. Like other athletes, as 
backed by the literature, I did not physically fit the standard of someone with an ED/DE, 
and I specifically remember falsely answering survey questions our coaches gave us that 
would indicate there was a problem. Years after my experience as an NCAA student-
athlete with an eating disorder, and after conducting a pilot study through a qualitative 
course in my first year as a Ph.D. student, I have become more aware of my positionality 
and the effect it may have on my study.  
Organization of Study 
 This dissertation is presented in a five-chapter format. Chapter One includes a 
description of the background, a statement of the problem, the purpose of the study, 
research questions, and methodology. The literature relevant to the research question is 
reviewed and presented in Chapter Two. Methodologies described in Chapter Three 
explain the procedure for the study, including data analysis. Chapter Four presents each 
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participant portrait, as well as an explanation of the emergent themes. Finally, Chapter 
Five includes a full discussion, including answers to the research questions and 
recommendations for the NCAA and for future research.
 13 
CHATPER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE  
Mental Health of College Students 
Emerging adulthood is typically noted in literature as a distinct period of 
development linking adolescence and young adulthood (i.e., Auerbach et al., 2018; Eagan 
et al., 2017), and can be a peak time of common mental disorder onset including mood, 
anxiety, substance use, and eating disorders/disordered eating (i.e., Greenleaf, 2002; 
Kessler et al., 2007). For college students in particular, research has found a higher 
prevalence of these disorders (Eagan, et al., 2017; Hunt & Eisenberg, 2010; Ibrahim at 
al., 2013; Pedrelli et al., 2015). A 2016 national survey of college freshman reported the 
lowest levels of emotional health in over three decades, with 12% of students expressing 
they felt frequently depressed (Eagan et al., 2017). In another study, approximately one-
fifth of young adults ages 18 through 25 experienced some sort of mental health disorder 
such as depression or anxiety (Locke et al., 2016). In a world-wide study, Auerbach et al. 
(2018) found that 35% of their 13,984 participants screened positive for common lifetime 
mental disorders and 31% screened for at least one 12-month disorder. Considering the 
transition between high school and college, the increased stress and onset of mental 
health issues/disorders is unsurprising to researchers. Identity exploration, feeling in-
between, entertaining possibilities, self-focus, and instability are five dimensions noted as 
being normal for college students, but also having potential mental health implications 
(Sussman & Arnett, 2014). Overall it is clear that improvement is needed for early 
identification and treatment of mental health issues/disorders (Auerbach et al., 2018).  
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Student-athletes are a subset population of this at-risk group of college students. 
Experiencing late adolescence in a manner that is highly structured, student-athletes find 
themselves with jam packed schedules of full-time coursework, practices, competition, 
traveling, while also finding time to indulge in a “normal” life of an 18 to 23-year-old. 
When broken down into different components of this lifestyle, student-athletes are not 
allowed much time to recover emotionally, mentally, or physically. According to the 
National Survey of Student Engagement, the average student spends about 17 hours a 
week preparing for classes, which includes completing homework, readings, and other 
assignments (2014). Typically, colleges and universities suggest one hour of school time 
per credit hour (The University of Michigan-Flint, 2018). For student-athletes, this time 
required for school is also met with an equal amount of time dedicated to his or her sport. 
While the National College Athletic Association (NCAA) states that they limit athletes’ 
time to their sport at only 20 hours a week (Berkowitz, 2016), research shows that this 
“20 hour a week rule” does not stand true. That is, student-athletes are often spending 
more than 20 hours a week at practices, competitions, traveling, and any extra obligation 
they may have for their sport.  
Considering time spent on coursework and athletic obligations, and the necessary 
time to do well in both, it is unsurprising that researchers have found an increased level 
of psychological distress for this population in comparison to non-student-athletes (i.e., 
Anshel et al., 2009; Gill, 2008; Wahto et al., 2016). For example, researchers have found 
that student-athletes most often suffer at higher rates than non-athletes from depression, 
alcohol abuse, social anxiety, and eating disorders (Maniar et al., 2005; Thompson & 
Sherman, 2007; Wolanin et al., 2016). Reports of these specific issues for this population 
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have included depression rates at 25% (NCAA, 2016b), male student-athletes binge 
drinking at rates up to 44%, and 25% of female student-athletes reporting symptoms of 
disordered eating (Greenleaf et al., 2009). These issues have become apparent to others in 
the student-athlete population as well, including one study in which 85% of NCAA 
athletic trainers reporting that they felt that anxiety was an issue amongst student-athletes 
on their campuses (Brown, 2014).  
Student-Athlete and Eating Disorder/Disordered Eating Prevalence 
Undoubtedly, there is a problem with the NCAA student-athlete population 
regarding mental health based on both literature and an increase in media attention on the 
need for more awareness and services. In 2013, neurologist, Dr. Brian Hainline, joined 
the NCAA research team, focusing primarily on concussions; however, with a push from 
student-athlete advisory groups, the focus of his attention turned to mental health as a 
whole. Following this, the NCAA later published Mind, Body and Sport, a 
comprehensive guide to the mental health challenges student-athletes face, a description 
of the resources available to them, and a best practices guide (NCAA, 2015) for athletic 
departments to utilize. While these efforts have been hopeful, the NCAA is still facing 
challenges, including providing campuses and athletic programs with recommendations 
and consistent mental health policies, especially within smaller Division III schools and 
larger Division I schools.  
One particular issue revolves around student-athletes with eating 
disorders/disordered eating (ED/DE). In 2015, the NCAA reported that 25% of female 
and 20% of male student-athletes were diagnosed with an eating disorder. This number is 
fairly consistent with other data, including Williams (2016) report that 10% of male and 
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13% of female Division I student-athletes binge eat one time per week. To date, research 
has helped not only shed light on the prevalence of ED/DE, but has also explored, 
through primarily quantitative measurement, the symptoms of ED/DE in student-athletes 
(Greenleaf, 2002; Greenleaf & Petrie, 2009; NCAA, 2016; Ryan et al., 2018; Stock & 
Levine, 2016). For instance, general factors that may contribute to ED/DE may include 
genetics, family issues, personality characteristics, and societal pressures of obtaining and 
maintaining thin bodies (Greenleaf et al., 2009; Thompson & Sherman, 2007).  
Sport Specific ED/DE Onset 
Sports that require athletes to wear revealing uniforms such as swimming, 
wrestling, track, and cross country may cause those athletes to feel even more intense 
pressures to conform to a certain body image. Additionally, the issue of ED/DE has been 
found to be most prevalent in sports that emphasize physique and physical size (Brown, 
2014).  Though there is some contradictory evidence, some research supports that athletes 
from aesthetic sports are more at risk to perceive weight regulation as a means to 
enhancing sport performance (Krentz & Warschburger, 2011). Aesthetic sports may 
include gymnastics, swimming, diving, and wrestling. A study by Rosen and Hough 
(1988) reported disordered eating to occur in 62% of gymnasts. Further, other studies 
have shown that endurance sports like cross country and triathlon may also lead to higher 
risk of ED/DE (Perriello, 2001; Picard, 1999).  
Gender Differences 
Gender differences have also been found to influence the onset of ED/DE in 
student-athletes (Hudson et al., 2007). Research has been consistent in its findings that 
females experience ED/DE more frequently and more severely. Reasons for this have 
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been noted to stem from more pressures to maintain low weight (Chatterton & Petrie, 
2013), while also adhering to the internal pressure of being athletically successful (Wells 
et al., 2015). More so, there has been such an emphasis of females having ED/DE, that 
the most noted means of monitoring is the Female Athlete Triad (Beals & Meyer, 2007).  
Clinical Versus Non-Clinical Eating Disorder/Disordered Eating 
When student-athletes experience high levels of stress, most often due to 
balancing their highly demanding lifestyle, it is critical they find healthy ways to cope; 
unfortunately, this does not always occur (Ryan et al., 2018) Instead, student-athletes turn 
to unhealthy strategies like eating disorders. According to the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V; 2013), clinical and subclinical eating disorders 
involve the use of specific disordered eating and pathogenic weight-control behaviors to 
manage emotions, weight, and body size. Further, there are three primary diagnoses 
including anorexia nervosa, binge eating disorder, and bulimia nervosa. Generally, a 
number of factors have shown to increase an individual’s risk of ED/DE, including 
sociocultural influences (media exposure, pressures for thinness, thin-ideal 
internalization, and thinness expectancies) and personality characteristics (negative 
emotionality/neuroticism, perfectionism, and negative urgency; Culbert et al., 2015). 
Additionally, researchers have also found disordered eating to be correlated to genetic 
factors like age and pubertal maturation.  
College women, especially, are susceptible to ED/DE as seen by a large pool of 
literature (Barker & Galambos, 2007; Montgomery & Côté, 2003; NCAA, 2016). 
Researchers have attempted to better understand prevalence of both clinical and 
subclinical levels of eating disorders, as well as healthy/asymptomatic eating among this 
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population, in addition to prevalence of pathogenic eating and weight control behaviors, 
including binge eating, excessive exercise, fasting, vomiting, and use of diuretics and 
laxatives. Greenleaf and Petrie (2009) conducted research to better understand these 
symptoms in this population by using validated measures to classify eating disorders on 
the basis of the DSM-V criteria. They expanded their sample across three different 
Division I universities across the United States, and results showed that while 
approximately 75% of the participants were asymptomatic, the remainder 25% 
symptomatic or classified as having an eating disorder. Over half of the participants 
reported being dissatisfied with their current weight, and of those women, 88.2% 
specifically believed they were overweight and reported the desire to lose weight. 
Perhaps most importantly, this study was critical in showing that the prevalence of 
symptomatic athletes (subclinical) was larger than research had shown in the past. 
Further, Greenleaf and Petrie suggested that athletes were going undetected because of 
the subclinical level of their symptoms, and because of this, college athletic personnel in 
particular may not be able to detect signs and symptoms of their athletes.  
Detection of Eating Disorders and Disordered Eating Within the NCAA 
 One of the most noteworthy topics in observing and understanding prevalence and 
severity of eating disorders and disordered eating (ED/DE) within the NCAA student-
athlete population is how it the issue is measured. The Female Athlete Triad, which refers 
to the interrelationships among 1) energy availability, 2) menstrual function, and 3) bone 
mineral density, often causing clinical manifestations including ED/DE (Nattiv et al., 
2007), is the main means of observing and detecting ED/DE in NCAA student-athletes 
(NCAA, 2016b). That is, the NCAA’s mental health handbook, used by coaches and 
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athletic trainers, primarily relies on the Female Athlete Triad to determine if an athlete is 
symptomatic of ED/DE. While it is critical to be aware of each component of the Triad, 
by relying on it alone, coaches, athletic trainers, and others involved in student-athlete 
health may miss ED/DE symptoms, as the Triad only focuses on the extreme end of the 
disorder. As noted previously, many student-athletes may suffer from disordered eating, 
in addition to menstrual dysfunction, but may go undetected (Greenleaf & Petrie, 2009). 
When undetected, there are serious risks both physically and mentally. Physically, 
student-athletes who experience ED/DE symptoms may be at risk for injury and potential 
irreversible bone density loss, which is important from a health and performance 
standpoint. Further, these physical risks may lead to life-long health issues that may be 
irreversible (Bahner, 2007).  
Summary and Necessary Next Steps 
Research on eating disorders and disordered eating (ED/DE) has been both 
consistent and inconsistent in its findings. Consistently, it can be determined that female 
student-athletes, compared to non-athletes or male student-athletes, are most susceptible 
to binge eating, restrictive dieting, desiring to lose weight, and being dissatisfied with 
their bodies (i.e., Becke et al., 2012; Greenleaf and Petrie, 2009, NCAA, 2016b). 
Prevalence of this issue is critical in taking steps and action to understanding the severity 
of ED/DE within the student-athlete population. Where researchers, and even more so the 
NCAA, have been inconsistent is in developing a deep understanding of how this specific 
population experiences ED/DE. Countless studies have been conducted to try to 
determine exactly which athletes are susceptible and possible explanations for such a 
high prevalence. The majority of these studies are conducted through survey analysis, 
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while qualitative analysis has been extremely sparse (Arthur-Cameselle, Sossin, & 
Quatromoni, 2017). Crucial, however, is the need to examine more deeply the issue of 
ED/DE in student-athletes, as the number of cases is only increasing (Greenleaf et al., 
2009). Arthur-Cameselle, Sossin, and Quatromoni (2017) attempted to acknowledge this 
gap in the literature by conducting interviews to identify factors that contributed to ED 
onset in a sample of female student-athletes compared to non-athletes, all with clinical 
ED diagnoses. Results of an inductive content analysis showed that athletes reported 
sport-specific factors such as performance pressure, team weigh-ins, and injuries. Non-
athletes reported more family dysfunction, bullying, and puberty as commonly triggers. 
Their findings furthered the research that sport-specific prevention and interventions need 
to be implemented for student-athletes. 
Arthur-Cameselle, Sossin, and Quatromoni’s (2017) study acknowledged the need 
for a more person-centered approach to studying the population of student-athletes to 
gather deeper understanding of firsthand experiences. In terms of conducting more in-
depth research outside of the norm of using survey data, this study was a step in the right 
direction for the field. Unfortunately, there are still a number of issues to consider in the 
realm of eating disorders and disordered eating in the student-athlete population. In 
current literature, there is an inconsistency in examination of athletes from all three 
NCAA divisions, clinical versus non-clinical samples, and race/ethnicity as an issue 
(Olson et al., 2011). Furthermore, qualitative analysis has not been conducted to examine 
experiencing eating disorders or disordered eating in relation to the pressures of being a 
student-athlete. That is, what are the experiences of being both a student and an athlete, 
along with experiencing an eating disorder or disordered eating? This question 
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encompasses not just the eating disorder or disordered eating, but also its symptoms; 
shifting beyond general psychological factors. Addressing the relationship the athlete has 
to the ED/DE, the personal experiences of balancing both coursework and athletic 
performance, and the dynamics of parents, teammates, and coaches is critical. By 
gathering insight on these components, the student-athlete perspective has potential to 
become more alive and recognized. In turn, perhaps intervention and prevention can be 
more organized and structured to this high-risk population of student-athletes.  
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
Theoretical and Practicality 
 To date, very little qualitative research has been conducted on athletes with eating 
disorders/disordered eating (ED/DE). While studies that have utilized qualitative design 
have been informative and have expanded the field, they have lacked a deep level of 
exploration and a more extensive lens on the issue. For example, in Greenleaf’s 
exploration of athletic body image in competitive female athletes, only one round of 
interviews was completed (2002). Similarly, in both Arthur-Cameselle, Sossin, and 
Quatromino’s (2017) and Lauer et al.’s (2018) more recent studies, again only one round 
of interviews were conducted. While all three of these studies have utilized interviews to 
gain deeper understanding and explore the topic of body image or ED/DE in sport, there 
still seems to be a missing element to furthering the understanding of experiences and 
perspective on the topic in general, but also within the realm of being an NCAA student-
athlete in particular.  
In this study, I integrated two qualitative approaches in an effort to deepen the 
knowledge of experiences of post-collegiate NCAA student-athletes who faced ED/DE. 
These blended methods were used throughout a three-step process that included criticism 
and connoisseurship (i.e., Eisner, 1976; Uhrmacher et al., 2016), in addition to evocative 
portraits (i.e., Lyman et al., 2013). There are a number of reasons that utilizing qualitative 
methods, particularly these approaches, was not only appropriate, but also very necessary 
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in furthering the field. In the following sections, each of these approaches is discussed in 
regard to the topic, and how they were utilized for this study.  
First, it is crucial to understand the primary need for a qualitative approach. 
Simply, as Strean (1998) suggested, using qualitative methods enables researchers to 
understand how events, actions, and meanings are shaped by the unique circumstances in 
which they occur. Further, qualitative methods allow for complex reasoning through 
inductive and deductive logic, drawing on holistic accounts, and gathering complex, 
detailed understanding of an issue (Creswell, 2013). Finally, qualitative methodology 
differs from quantitative in that it allows the researcher to explore the process that people 
experience as opposed to explaining only theory. This explanation of mechanisms and 
linkages is exactly what is missing in the literature of ED/DE in NCAA student-athletes, 
as seen in the literature review. While current quantitative literature has helped further the 
field in understanding that the issue does indeed exist, it lacks the ability to understand 
exactly how and why it exists. For the sake of these athletes’ physical and mental health, 
it is absolutely critical that researchers consider another approach to understanding the 
underlying reasoning for such a prominent issue in this population.  
Criticism and Connoisseurship 
The qualitative method, criticism and connoisseurship, is most often used in 
educational research and is referred to as educational criticism and connoisseurship 
(Conn & Billy, 2017; Eisner, 1976; Eisner, 1996; Uhrmacher et al, 2016). Both 
educational criticism and educational connoisseurship are rooted in the arts. To be a 
connoisseur, one must be able to discriminate the subtleties amongst a certain subject or 
topic. For example, a connoisseur of wine can determine the differences between red 
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wines on an advanced level. A wine connoisseur has the ability to assess a young wine 
and know its aging potential. They receive formal training to educate themselves on the 
intricacies of all wine, red wine specifically, winemaking, geography, history, etc. 
Further, while they appreciate wine, it does not necessarily mean they like all red wine 
(Eisner, 1976). In education, a teacher is aware and has an understanding of what may 
work in a classroom, and thus, they are able to make sound judgements. Eisner further 
explained that connoisseurship is private, while being a critic is more public. While the 
connoisseur appreciates, the critic takes this appreciation and can “render the useful 
qualities vivid by the artful use of critical disclosure” (p. 141). Finally, to be an effective 
critic, it is important to understand that though connoisseurship does not require the use 
of criticism, criticism indeed does require connoisseurship.  
Educational connoisseurship and criticism require a number of researcher 
characteristics. As an educational connoisseur, the researcher must have a complex 
understanding of curricular frameworks, instructional practices, learning environments, 
and other qualities within the education field (Eisner, 1998) and be able to shape 
judgements based on both classroom training and experience (Conn & Billy, 2017). As 
the educational critic, the researcher must be able to evaluate appraisal based on the 
insights of the connoisseurship phase (Eisner, 2002). Eisner explained the components of 
the criticism phase as the descriptive, the interpretive, the evaluative, and the thematic, 
and that they should work together to form a system of inquiry (1998).  
Eisner (1976) explained there is often a tendency in research to oversimplify a 
particular quality through a process of quantifying it. In the evaluation of educational 
practice, Eisner explained that “the single numerical test score is used to symbolize a 
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universe of particulars, in spite of the fact that the number symbol itself possesses no 
inherent quality that expressed the quality of the particular it is intended to represent.” 
Similarly to this idea, research of NCAA student-athletes with ED/DE have heavily relied 
on quantitative analysis, and although I did not omit those data in this study, I did explore 
the limitations of only seeing quantitative data as a single representation of this 
population (Arthur-Cameselle et al., 2017; Miller, 2018). Researchers have de-
emotionalized expression of this population in an effort to measure the phenomenon. As 
Eisner explained, the problem with doing such is that there is little opportunity to 
empathize and to communicate the quality of the human experience. In the particular 
topic of ED/DE research in student-athletes, the human experience has been overlooked. 
Eisner stated (1976, p. 138), “To know what people feel, to know what behavior means, 
we must go beyond behavior” (Geertz, 1973).  
Criticism and connoisseurship provides an opportunity to provide and generate an 
empathetic form of experience that can help the readers understand more fully and 
vividly what the situation is like from those who have been there (Eisner, 1996). In fact, 
criticism and connoisseurship is intended for the researcher to specifically be just that—a 
critic and connoisseur of the subject (Eisner, 1998). Though criticism and 
connoisseurship has been primarily used in an educational setting, I dropped the word 
“education” as there are other ways in utilizing the method (Uhrmacher et al., 2016). 
Specifically, I adapted the method to the environment of ED/DE of NCAA student-
athletes with the intentions of inquiring how student-athletes function in this 
environment, while keeping myself on the connoisseurship continuum. By adapting this 
methodology, I was able to develop a story and deeper understanding of ED/DE within 
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the population of NCAA student-athletes that can be shared with a diverse group of 
people (Eisner, 1998; Miller, 2018), including NCAA policy makers, coaches, student-
athletes, parents, athletic trainers, sport psychologists, and others involved in the 
livelihood of this population.  
Critical Evocative Portraiture 
The evolution of the social-justice oriented methodology, critical evocative 
portraiture, stemmed from Lawrence-Lightfoot’s portraiture, which blended the aesthetic 
with the doctrine of social science research (1993), as demonstrated by a commitment to 
the research participants and contextualization of the depiction of individuals and the 
events of their lives (Lyman et al., 2014). Portraiture has been used as a means for the 
researcher to produce a full picture of an event or person (Chapman, 2007). Lincoln and 
Guba (1985) explained portraiture as a method that embraces both quantitative and 
qualitative research paradigms. That is, it demonstrates a research style that privileges 
methods of naturalistic inquiry by adhering to postpositive elements of validity (Lather, 
1986), and to postmodernism essentials of contexts, settings, and situated events (Denzin, 
2003). Portraiture is often compared to ethnographic methodology (Dixson et al., 2005), 
but also encompasses life history and naturalist inquiry. Similar to phenomenology, 
portraiture is concerned with describing the experiences and is framed around combining 
discipline, empirical processes, description, interpretation, analysis, and synthesis with 
the aesthetic process of narrative development (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hoffman Davis, 
1997). Further, this methodology is prevailing amongst other qualitative approaches in its 
ability to “document the beautiful/ugly experiences that are so much a part of the texture 
of human development and social relationships” (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 2005, p. 9). The 
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“critical evocative” portion of this method addresses the critical component and the need 
to “illuminate a situation or object so it can be seen or appreciated” (Lyman et al, 2014). 
“Critical” also carries the connotation of feminism and was added by Lyman, Lazaridou, 
and Strachan to describe both the process and product of using portraiture in research 
(2014). That is, portraits offer an opportunity to show a “system of ideas and practices 
which assumes that men and women must share equally in the work, in the privileges, in 
the defining and the dreaming of the world” (Lerner, 1984, p. 33). 
In using critical evocative portraiture, there were a few considerations to be made 
regarding the role of the researcher and the outcome of the work. This method has the 
ability to bring “universal truths and resonant stories” to light amongst an otherwise 
convoluted depiction of everyday life (Cahnmann-Taylor et al., 2009; Lyman et al, 2014). 
My goal in this study, and in the content written in the following chapter, is to not only 
share these experiences and provide information, but also to provoke feelings of 
inspiration (Lyman et al., 2014). The role of the researcher in terms of partiality is to 
represent the research participants through the subjective, empathetic, and critical lens of 
the researcher (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1993). This process means the researcher becomes 
partial, though in a beneficial manner. As the researcher, partiality provides the portraitist 
an opportunity to recognize his or her presence physically, psychologically, spiritually, 
and emotionally. By acknowledging the self in the research process, he or she realizes 
that they are not experts in the experiences of the lives of the participants. It is critical to 
note here that in being a connoisseur, one can understand the phenomenon personally and 
academically, but they are not the connoisseur of someone else’s experience. Another 
consideration is the “iterative” and “generative” approach taken when exploring themes 
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(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). Specifically, it is the researcher’s job to use artistic 
metaphor to “draw out the refrains and patterns and create a thematic narrative 
framework for the construction of the narrative” (p. 185). As the purpose of portraiture is 
to describe experience, it is critical the researcher understand the difficulty of this task. 
Brooks expressed her experience in doing this in an education setting, explaining that in 
her process of data analysis, she was unsure of the way to interpret a dense amount of 
information (2017). At the end of her project, she explained that she “compromised” 
reporting findings in a traditional way, but also including two portraits of her participants.   
Brooks’ experience in interpretation of her portraiture study embodied an ability for her, 
the researcher, to be an artist. That is, she interpreted the subject of the portraits internally 
while searching for meaning and coherence in observation. Following Lawrence-
Lightfoot and Hoffman Davis’s (1997) approach, Brooks discussed the process of 
interpreting the construction of the portraits that intentionally employed aesthetic aspects 
so that the reader could make sense of the subject by actively interpreting the portrait.  
Critical evocative portraiture has an important place in research, particularly in 
creating positive social impact for underserved populations (Brooks, 2017; Lyman et al., 
2014). I utilized this method for a reason similar to Brooks. Research of the student-
athlete population generally speaking, but especially in regard to eating disorders and 
disordered eating, has lacked in producing results that creates positive impact. Though 
acknowledgment is critical in terms of understanding how frequent and how prevalent 
this issue is and understanding that treatment needs to be oriented specifically for this 
population, it still seems that positive change from these results is limited. Thus, by using 
critical evocative portraitures, I was able to derive a deeper knowledge base of the issue 
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around student-athletes and eating disorders/disordered eating by examining each 
participant through a subjective, empathetic, and critical lens (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 
1994).  
Justification of Methodology 
In this proposed study, I undertook the task of being both a critic and connoisseur, 
in addition to a portraitist. As a connoisseur, I could appreciate the experience of being 
an NCAA student-athlete with an eating disorder/disordered eating (ED/DE). Eisner 
(1976) explained that having an awareness and understanding of what one has 
experienced provides basis for judgement. Though I do not “like” the reality that I 
personally experienced an ED and am a part of this population, I do believe that my story 
enabled me to deeply understand the phenomenon and to appreciate it. Further, I had the 
adequate tools to render qualities of this phenomenon to critically disclose it (Eisner, 
1976). My position as both a post-collegiate NCAA student-athlete with an ED, and as a 
Ph.D. Candidate in Research Methods, allowed me to create and conduct a valid study 
that furthers the field and helps readers and listeners understand the severity and 
intricacies of this issue. As a portraitist, I was able to understand where my position was 
in relation to my participants, assess that knowledge, and that of each of the study’s 
participants. I also navigated my subjects both in witnessing and interpreting the action, 
tracing emergent themes, and in creating the narratives (Chapman, 2007).  
Furthermore, I combined these methods to create a story. Though both approaches 
had been primarily used in educational settings, there was an apparent parallel between 
purposes in education and purposes of this field. For example, educational criticism and 
connoisseurship draws on what learning looks like based on classroom training and 
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experience, then implementation of evaluation on the insights of the connoisseurship 
(Eisner, 2002). Eisner explained the need to not quantify a phenomenon in the evaluation 
but understand it from a more artistic and person-centered perspective (1996). In current 
research on ED/DE, this approach has not been taken, which de-emotionalizes the 
population. As an additional piece to help readers, policy makers, coaches, student-
athletes (present and future), and others related more deeply appreciate to the 
phenomenon and who understand the gravity of it, critical evocative portraitures were 
offered as an arts-based opportunity to further express oneself. Although this portion of 
the study was not fully completed, the process itself provided rich data.  
As the portraitist, I have written meaningfully and evocatively about this subject, 
keeping the voice of the participant at the center, and including sensory and emotional 
experiences (Lyman et al., 2014). This study benefits the voice of student-athletes by 
giving them one again; by creating an empathetic report that has put the emphasis on the 
student-athlete and their experience, not simply a quantifiable categorization of ED/DE.  
Positionality  
Throughout my recovery with my eating disorder, I have done a great deal of self-
reflection and exploration. I have found others who have unfortunately experienced 
similar relationships, and I have seen the lack of support in systems that should be 
protecting their athletes from ED/DE, or at the very least, teaching them how to manage 
it. While my story is of importance to understanding the severity of ED/DE, it is, of 
course, just one story of many. With this in mind, my personal positionality should be 
considered, including how my background as an athlete, my social identity, and the 
evolution of my eating disorder were addressed.  
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 I am a White cisgender female and grew up in a middle-class home, with two 
married parents, and in an environment that made me feel like I had boundless 
opportunities. I grew up with a comfortable and consistent lifestyle that allowed me to 
explore passions at a young age, which I never questioned. I also grew up in a home in 
which body type or size, weight, and diet were not addressed. This environment of loving 
and accepting parents who provided a safe home may be different than the story of 
others. It is important to view this environment in two ways: First, children surrounded 
by parents who promote specific body types or diets may have a different experience than 
mine, resulting in a different perspective on eating disorders. Further, despite being raised 
in a safe, loving, and nonjudgmental home, I was unable to escape my ED.   
 Researchers who examine ED/DE in athletes often look at individual differences 
by focusing on which athletes are most affected in regard to sport type (Plateau et al., 
2014). Little research on ED/DE surrounding athletics focuses on factors including 
demographics of athletes such as race and socioeconomic status. When demographics are 
noted, there is no mention of socioeconomic status and only brief mention of race (most 
often White) and age. As a White woman, it is important to note that my experiences may 
be different than a Woman of Color, particularly in this domain (Rhea, 1999; Schott, 
2017). The lack of diversity in participants used in current literature is concerning. 
Without acknowledging differences in race and socioeconomic status, specifically, 
researchers are categorizing all student-athletes into the same population and experience 
type when this may very well not be the case. As researchers, in an attempt to better the 
field, and more importantly, in an attempt to improve the livelihood of athletes around 
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ED/DE, it is crucial to parse through individual differences and understand more deeply 
the experiences of student-athletes.  
 Finally, it is critical to acknowledge my lived experience with ED/DE and the 
chosen methodologies for this study. Being a critic and connoisseur allows for the 
researcher to appreciate the experience, including having an awareness and deep 
understanding of the topic. In this case, the combination of my lived the experience 
through a continuum of ED/DE onset and recovery, and because I absorbed myself in the 
NCAA student-athlete community, I have a deep personal understanding and 
appreciation of ED/DE. Furthermore, because of these connections, I am able to 
empathize with the population, a key component of both criticism and connoisseurship 
(Eisner, 1976) and critical evocative portraiture (Lyman et al., 2014). This is reflected in 
how I formulated my research questions, my interview questions, and the lens in which I 
have taken for this study. I can sustain an awareness of the vulnerabilities this population 
may have as I have empathy for their experiences and can relate. Without this empathy 
and appreciation for ED/DE and its impact, it is possible that some information would be 
overlooked on the topic. 
Participants 
Sampling 
The proposed study included four female, post-collegiate, NCAA student-athletes 
who participated in cross country and track. Participants were selected through mixed 
purposeful sampling, though primarily through snowball sampling. It is important to state 
that, in part, it could be argued that convenience sampling was used, as I am connected to 
many runners of all levels, especially through social media. The main means of 
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recruitment occurred through a social media post (see Appendix D), which offered an 
opportunity to volunteer to participate in this study, as well as a brief background about 
myself. This post was shared approximately ten times by friends and acquaintances. In 
total, 25 women responded to the post to learn more and to volunteer. Using a “first 
served” basis, those volunteers who met criteria were provided further detail, while 
additional volunteers were put on a “waitlist”. Two of the participants were confirmed in 
the first week of the first post. A third was in communication, though did not commit 
fully until five weeks after the initial post. Finally, the fourth participant was 
recommended by one of the other participants. After forwarding the original recruiting 
post, contact information was exchanged, and the fourth participant volunteered.  
Participant Demographic  
This study aimed to include at least one cross country/track student-athlete from 
each of the three NCAA divisions (I, II, and III), and to include a diverse group regarding 
ethnicity. Research in this topic has been inconsistent in measuring athletes from each 
NCAA division, often measuring Division I athletes more than the other two. There has 
not been any research regarding if eating disorders/disordered eating is more prominent 
in one division over the other to my knowledge. Therefore, I obtained four participants; 
one Division III, one Division II, and two Division I participants.  
I chose to use long-distance runners (cross country and track) for two reasons. 
First, because of my connection to the sport, this is a convenient sample as I have easier 
access to making connections and recruiting. Second, according to the NCAA (2015) and 
other reports (e.g., Greenleaf et al., 2009), research has shown that this population is 
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more prone to experiencing an eating disorder/disordered eating compared to other sports 
like softball and basketball. 
Finally, I aimed to include a representative population of participants regarding 
race and ethnicity. Research has been inconclusive and inconsistent regarding how race 
plays a role in the onset of eating disorders/disordered eating. Though race was not a 
prominent topic in this study, it was still crucial to take into consideration. Unfortunately, 
I was unable to obtain this sample, as all of my participants did in fact identify as White, 
which is a limitation of the study.  
Table 1 
Participant Demographics 
 Mae Laura Eleanor Sarah 
Gender Female Female Female Female 
Race White White White White 
Current Age 27 24 28 29 
Highest Degree 
Earned  
Bachelors Bachelors Doctorate Masters 
NCAA Division II III I I 
Years as an 
NCAA Student-
Athlete 
5 3 4 4.5 












Eating Disorder versus Disordered Eating 
Research has shown that disordered eating may be more common than clinical-
level eating disorders, which receive clinical diagnosis, in the student-athlete population. 
Furthermore, research has also suggested that those who experience disordered eating 
may stay under the radar from coaches, athletic trainers, and other teammates. Because of 
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this, I chose to seek participants who were either self-diagnosed or clinically diagnosed 
with either an eating disorder or disordered eating. I did not use a specific protocol, for 
example, the DSM, as classification for ED/DE. The purpose of this study was not to 
examine how certain types of ED/DE impacted the student-athlete, rather, it is to look at 
the issue in a holistic way and its impact on the individual as both a student and athlete. 
By not using a strict system to classify participants, I was able to work with women who 
were more representative of this issue.   
Procedure 
This study utilized a blend of both criticism and connoisseurship (i.e., Eisner, 
1976; Uhrmacher et al., 2016) and critical evocative portraiture (i.e., Lyman et al., 2014) 
in a three-step process. The first two steps included interviews with all four participants, 
while two participants opted out of the third step, one was not asked to complete it due to 
timing, and the fourth started it but was unable to finish.  
Interview protocols were developed with open-ended questions (Seidman, 2006) 
that address participant experiences, with the intent to determine themes which would be 
ensured by consensual validation (Eisner, 1998). Furthermore, as the writer of the 
portraiture, I relied on interviews and my observations during them to understand the 
participants’ experiences and stories (Bell, 2009).  Each of these steps, described below, 
served as an opportunity to uncover more understanding of each participant’s experience 
as an NCAA student-athlete who has suffered from ED/DE.  
Interview Phase One 
After participants were recruited and agreed to be a part of the study, first round 
interviews were scheduled. My intention was that all interviews would be conducted 
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face-to-face, or at least first round interviews. For three of the participants, both 
interviews were conducted face-to-face. Two of these participants conducted both 
interviews at local coffee shops, while the third participant invited me to her home for 
both. Due to the time constraints of completing this study, I conducted the interviews 
with the fourth participant virtually using FaceTime. This alternative method of data 
collection has been shown to be often be feasible for the participant, as well as in 
navigating the researcher’s resources, as it allows for more flexibility for both sides 
(Neville et al., 2015).  
 The first round of interviews was conducted in an effort to understand the 
participant’s overarching perspective of their experiences with ED/DE in the NCAA. 
This baseline-like interview consisted of questions covering the following five sub-
topics: pre-college running, expectations of the college running experience, perceptions 
of being a student-athlete, ED/DE history, and post-college running and ED/DE 
relationships. Each of these topics and their questions started the process of unpacking 
the overarching research question, What are the experiences of being an NCAA student-
athlete with an ED/DE?  
 Interpretive Framework. First phase interviews included the following 
categories: Pre-College Athletics, Expectations of the Student-Athlete Experience, Eating 
Disorder/ Disordered Eating History, and Post-College ED/DE and Running. These initial 
interview categories were derived from a combination of both past research findings and 
considerations, in addition to my own sense of exploring this population. The first two 
categories, Pre-College Athletics and Expectations of the Student-Athlete Experience, 
were based on two considerations—onset of ED/history of mental health, in addition to 
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gaining an understanding of the expectations of becoming a student-athlete prior to 
entering college. Understanding onset is critical, as the causes of ED/DE may differ 
amongst student-athletes. Researchers suggest that ED/DE onset may parallel an 
addictive trait (Eagan, et al., 2017; Hunt & Eisenberg, 2010), and thus, may be 
hereditary, while other research suggests that ED/DE in athletes may be a result of a 
pressure to attain a certain body type (Becker et al., 2012; Greenleaf, 2002; Stewart et al., 
2014). It was crucial to understand this component to better recognize onset of ED/DE in 
each participant. Further, I found it critical to realize the expectations of being a student-
athlete, as understanding what the student-athlete expected of their experience, and 
perhaps their support system, varied from what they actually received once they became 
an athlete of the NCAA (Arthur-Cameselle et al., 2016). The third category, ED/DE 
History, specifically addressed the experience of having an ED/DE as an NCAA student-
athlete. That is, the questions in this portion of the interview spoke to multiple, 
intersecting identities and components of the individual. Rather than only attempting to 
understand how an ED/DE impacted athletic performance, I attempted to understand how 
ED/DE impacted the person as a whole, an issue I saw in the large amount of quantitative 
research on this topic. The final category, Post-College ED/DE and Running, attempted 
to address how the athlete experienced their sport post-college, and how the athlete was 
able to reflect on their experience as an NCAA student-athlete. Focusing on hindsight, I 
used this portion of the interview almost as a consideration of, “What would you do 
differently now?” Fully, these questions were interpreted from a perspective that is multi-
faceted. That is, I used this information to understand the experiences of the individual 
not only as an athlete, but as a student and person who faced various relationships and 
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personal experiences throughout their time as a student-athlete of the NCAA. This same 
framework was used to analyze and interpret the second and third phase of this study.  
Interview Phase Two 
After first round interviews were completed, I utilized coding and annotation to 
analyze the transcripts in an effort to determine common themes amongst all participants, 
in addition to deriving individualized questions for follow-up questions. These questions 
established participant-specific interview protocol.  
Arts-Based Process 
In the final phase of this study, I asked participants to construct portraits in a 
medium of their choice with the prompt, “What was the epitome of your experience of 
having an eating disorder/disordered eating as an NCAA student-athlete?” In further 
explanation to the participants of this study, I explained that they could use any medium 
that they felt allowed them to best express their answer. This included, for example, a 
narrative, a poem, a photograph in which they will describe their experiences, etc. To best 
render participant art and creation, I offered examples from other critical evocative 
portraitures. In addition, I offered to supply participants with material if requested. That 
is, I offered reimbursement for supplies (i.e., paint) in return for their participation.  
This portion of the study was voluntary, and of the three participants who were 
offered it, one volunteered immediately, while the other took two weeks to consider. Of 
those second two, one opted out of participation due to a lack of time to dedicate to it, 
while the other opted out because she was beginning to do some unexpected work in 
therapy regarding her eating disorder, and did not think she had the emotional capacity to 
handle it. This is a methodological limitation of the study, as there is limitation in 
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understanding fully how these two methods were fully integrated. However, data derived 
from the interviews was plentiful for purposes of this study, but to better understand how 
these methods can fully be integrated, it would be beneficial to have the arts-based piece 
included in future studies. 
As for the participant who did agree to participate in Phase 3, she began her work 
on a painting after our second interview. Originally very excited, she began working on a 
painting of herself running at her college track. Throughout her process, however, she 
became overwhelmed with negative feelings, as the piece began to bring back memories 
that felt too overwhelming for where she is in recovery at this time. We met face-to-face 
to discuss this, to which I repeatedly suggested she opt out to protect her mental health. 
She suggested, rather, that she think about the piece more, and try to finish it within 
another few weeks. After a month, we reconvened, and she explained that she was unable 
to complete it, primarily because of her busy schedule. Instead, we had an open 
discussion about her process in this study, and the positive impact sharing her story had 
on her recovery.  
Participant Debrief 
At the conclusion of each phase of the study, I debriefed each participant on the 
topics of which we spoke. As this population could be considered vulnerable, it was 
important for me as the researcher to “check in” with my participants and to ensure they 
had professional support they could utilize if our conversations and interviews bring up 
negative memories or feelings. Once each participant gave consent to participate via IRB 
procedures, I confirmed that each one had an option to seek mental health services, be it a 
therapist or a mental health counselor. In all cases, they were either currently in therapy, 
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or had one they could reach out to if needed. Though each of the study’s participants 
were either reported being recovered, or in recovery from their ED/DE, it was critical to 
provide the option to seek services in case this process had any possible negative side 
effects.  
Analysis 
The analysis for this study was multifaceted as I reviewed multiple sources of 
data including interviews, observations, notes, and one participant’s effort to complete 
the arts-based piece. First round interviews were transcribed and analyzed before follow-
up interviews were conducted. This included looking for themes across all interviews, in 
addition to determining follow-up questions that were specific for each participant. 
Following second interviews, transcriptions were reviewed as I assessed for themes 
across interviews and observations. Conn and Billy (2017) grounded their analysis in 
Eisner’s (2002, p. 229) questions, “What does this situation mean to those involved? How 
does this classroom operate?” This study proposed a similar conceptual framework to 
drive the analysis, though the second question read, “How does this issue impact the life 
of a student-athlete?” By using these questions as the basis of analysis, I was able to 
create a story, or portrait, that focused on the realities of the participants.  
Participants’ interviews were analyzed separately, in addition to being analyzed in 
consideration to the others. Collectively, utilizing components of criticism and 
connoisseurship (Eisner, 1976; Eisner, 1996; Uhrmacher et al., 2016) and components of 
Lynman, Lazaridou, and Stachan’s (2012) critical evocative portraiture method, I created 
portraits for each of the participants that captured their story. Five essential features of 
the portraiture process included “context, voice, relationship, emergent themes, and 
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aesthetic whole” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). This, alongside Eisner’s (1998) 
aspects of criticism, the descriptive, the interpretive, the evaluative, and the thematic, 
guided the analysis. Additionally, I implemented Saldana’s (2009) cyclical process, 
which involved “comparing data to data, data to code, code to data, code to category, and 
category back to data” (p. 45). In this final write-up, data is explained collectively and 
separately, along with portraits in an attempt to understand the phenomenon of student-
athletes with an eating disorder/disordered eating.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS 
Introduction 
 The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the specific and unique 
population of National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) student-athletes who 
experienced an eating disorder (ED) or disordered eating (DE) throughout their collegiate 
careers. The study was guided by the research question, “What are the experiences of 
female, student-athletes with an ED/DE?”, and the following sub-questions: 
1. From the student-athlete perspective, how did having an eating 
disorder/disordered eating impact the student-athlete’s academic pursuit, if at all? 
2. From the student-athlete perspective, how did having an eating 
disorder/disordered eating impact the student-athlete’s athletic pursuit, if at all? 
3. From the student-athlete perspective, how were personal relationships, including 
those with coaches, teammates, family, and friends, impacted, if at all? 
The fourth research question, “What are the advantages of integrating criticism and 
connoisseurship and critical evocative portraiture? What are the implications?” will 
be addressed in Chapter V.    
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section presents the individual 
participant portraits constructed in accordance to the integration of criticism and 
connoisseurship (Eisner, 1976; Uhrmacher et al., 2016) and critical evocative portraiture 
(Lyman et al., 2012) methodology. Lyman, Lazaridou, & Stachan’s (2012) four 
dimensions of portraits were the guiding considerations in the actual writing process: 
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 Conception: The conception of portraits was based on the participants lived 
experiences and narratives as they experienced their ED/DE primarily in 
college, but also collectively through their lives. Using individual and 
collective voices, each portrait was given focus and meaning.  
 Structure: Emergent themes and sub-themes emerged from the stories, leading 
to an organized, portraiture framework (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1997).  
 Form: Using the participants’ own voices, form was expressed in a methodical 
manner.  
 Cohesion: Portraits are organized in a way that illuminates the stories of each 
participant, while also emphasizing the commonality between participant 
experiences.  
The second section of the chapter presents the three overarching themes and sub-
themes that emerged from the analysis of the interviews. Themes are described in detail 
using the participants’ own words to support each. In this portion, I primarily relied on 
criticism and connoisseurship to assess these portraits, referring to Eisner’s (1998) 
explanation of the criticism phase, as I created a system of inquiry that was descriptive, 
interpretive, evaluative, and thematic processing.   
Section One: Portraits 
Mae 
 Mae expressed her interest in participation of this study before any other 
participant or prospect following the first initial social media post. I had known Mae for 
approximately eight years when she reached out, meeting as competitors as a senior in 
college and later becoming distant friends. I was ecstatic that she reached out, first 
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calmed by her familiarity, followed by slight curiosity given I had never viewed her in 
light of having an ED/DE experience. From my memory of the woman in college I once 
knew, I had always perceived her as “an extremely talented and competitive woman”, 
one in which I admittedly was intimidated by. In any case, following my IRB-approved 
recruitment strategies, I happily offered her to review the study information in hopes that 
she would become my Division II athlete. In a quick turnaround, she agreed, and we met 
the next weekend.   
Mae and I met four times during this process; three times at a café, and our final 
meeting at a brewery. Our interviews, which occurred in our first two meetings, were 
approximately one month apart, and ranged from one and a half to two hours in duration. 
Mae was extremely willing to share her stories, being candid over every topic, and 
allowing herself to be vulnerable throughout. 
Approximately one month after our second interview, Mae and I made plans to 
review her Phase 3 piece, which she had communicated with me she was excited about 
putting together. In our original discussion, Mae explained her idea of painting the track 
at her college, one of her favorite places to run. She described how she planned on 
painting a different version of herself in college at every 100 meters. At the start line, she 
would be portrayed as joyous and excited to do the thing she loved most, but as each 100-
meter increment went on, she would paint a withering version of herself, representing 
how her ED slowly broke her down. Before crossing the finish line, Mae would be shown 
fallen to her knees on the rubber track, indicating defeat.  
As our scheduled meeting approached, however, it became apparent to me that 
this piece either was not ready, or that she had concern around it, as indicated by her 
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vagueness in confirming plans. When we finally met, Mae stated, with hesitance, that 
while starting to put her piece together, she became stuck and felt herself drifting away 
from it. Mae explained that she found herself sinking back into that very defeated version 
of herself very quickly, and thus, had to temporarily stop the process. This was a critical 
moment for our work together, as my most prominent worry in conducting this study was 
a participant backtracking or finding themselves in a place of such detrimental 
vulnerability. Upon explaining her changed perspective, and also indicating her desire to 
finish it, we discussed what would come next, if anything at all. Mae insisted that she 
would finish the painting, explaining that her partner had suggested that she paint one 
more version of herself; one that got back up on her feet, and one that was finding peace 
within herself again. This advice felt encouraging to Mae, as she indicated by expressing 
her desire to finish the piece. I explained that it was not necessary, and that I did not want 
to put her in such a vulnerable position—that the study would never be worth the 
personal negative impact. When we left our meeting, Mae insisted on finishing, to which 
I offered that we could simply check in with each other a few weeks down the road.  
About one month later, Mae and I met for our last meeting; she did not have a 
completed painting to share. While being a participant in this study, Mae had 
simultaneously been planning to move out of state come early spring. She explained to 
me that planning to move and job changes were the reason for her incompletion. We then 
discussed her perspective on the work we had done in the previous few months, 
expressing gratitude to one another. From my perspective, her willingness to share so 
much about herself and her experiences with her ED, and from hers, the opportunity to 
share her story: “I think just doing this, like, I think talking about it is important. I mean 
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[it’s] hard, people don’t like to talk, especially about these horrible things... But I think 
it’s really important. I’m really thankful.”  
 For the Fun of It. Mae was born and raised in the Mid-Atlantic, where she 
attended a Division II university, South Mid-Atlantic University (SMAU) for two and a 
half years before transferring to another nearby Division II school, Central Mid-Atlantic 
University (CMAU). She started running cross country and track in high school, 
describing it as a “fun, after-school activity” at which she happened to be talented in.  
Mae explained that the atmosphere of high school running was something she enjoyed; 
that “it wasn’t serious”. In fact, when considering where she would attend college, which 
she explained she was uninterested in itself, she said that running in college was not on 
her radar at all. However, despite having been recruited by EU, she did not attend her 
freshman year pre-season, simply never showing up and lacking any desire to run at all:  
I just had no drive to do that anymore—and I didn’t want to run. I just didn’t. It 
wasn’t a priority in my life anymore, and it really wasn’t in high school. It was 
just kind of a fun thing. 
In contradiction of this certainty that Mae would not compete collegiately, she later 
explained: 
Then something triggered. You know, maybe something my first semester at 
South Mid-Atlantic University, I was like, ‘Maybe I do kind of miss this.’ And it 
would be fun to do that again. So, I got in contact with the coach and he said, 
‘Yeah.’ 
Mae clarified that there were a number of factors that went into her decision to officially 
start her collegiate running career beyond simply missing it, including having friends 
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who were on the team and an increasing desire to have something more in her life; “I had 
switched majors twice, you know what I mean, so there was nothing in my life that was 
consistent besides running.”  
 Mae’s transition back into competing began with a boost of confidence, as she 
found herself a top performer for her new team. Unfortunately, this was quickly followed 
by a stress fracture that sidelined her for most of her freshman year. Nevertheless, once 
healthy, Mae was motivated to continue working hard and excited for the process to get 
into good shape, truly believing in her capability. As she created intrinsic expectations for 
her performances, she became more enthusiastic: 
When I finally got back into it and I realized I could do this, I was like ‘Okay, 
there are expectations and I’m excited’… I don’t think from anyone else because 
[no one] knew what my abilities were… I was like, I have to run fast because I 
wanted to. Why not run fast if I can?  
While running brought a renewed sense of purpose and motivation to Mae, her 
experience at SMAU was also met with challenges. Mae struggled her sophomore year to 
integrate herself with a team that was not excited for new talent, explaining that her 
teammates were “openly pissed”, making negative comments and spreading gossip about 
her. Mae stated, 
I think the women at SMAU were a lot more aggressive in saying that you don’t 
belong here—not even saying it but making you feel like you didn’t belong here. 
Where when I came to Central Mid-Atlantic University who were like, ‘Oh my 




 Becoming More Serious. Along with the difficulty of integrating herself into the 
team, Mae also reflected on this time as when she decided to take running “more 
seriously” than she had in the past. In observing her teammates and assessing her own 
habits, she noted: 
Everyone was eating healthier. I think it was first semester of junior year at 
SMAU where I was like, ‘Wow, I’m a little bit heavier than I was in high school,” 
because in high school I was 95 pounds, but I was also eating whatever I wanted 
because I was a youth… And I noticed everyone’s doing core after practice, and 
in their dorms, or they’re cross training. And I thought, I should probably be 
doing that – I should be doing more so I can be better. So, I think in that moment. 
I was like, wow, I should make my eating choices healthier, so then I would skip 
eating breakfast, cuz I also wasn’t running when I was injured… Or I would have 
just a small lunch, or a salad for lunch and dinner and still not have breakfast. I 
thought, ‘These are healthier choices.’ 
Simultaneously, Mae began taking birth control, which led to a negative reaction both in 
mental health and in weight gain, while also discovering that she had both a gluten and 
dairy intolerance. Frustrated, Mae found herself unsure of what to eat, afraid of weight 
gain due to her birth control, and once again, injured.  
A New Beginning. Between poor relationships with her teammates and a 
collection of other health-related stressors, by her junior year, Mae decided to transfer to 
Central Mid-Atlantic University (CMAU). This decision was influenced by friendships 
she had maintained since high school with CMAU athletes, and from her boyfriend, also 
a CMAU cross country team member. This fresh start would have great benefits to the 
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remainder of Mae’s time in college, as both a student and an athlete, in addition to an 
immense amount of struggle that she could never have expected.  
Upon deciding to transfer to CMAU, and while determining what it meant to take 
running more seriously, Mae communicated her desires with her boyfriend, John, who 
encouraged Mae’s transfer, and had taken a strong interest in her running, explaining: 
When I was more serious about really wanting to run and to do better, and 
transferring, he was like, ‘Then you need to stop lifting that much, you need to 
start cross training,’, to which I said okay. And then a lot of things changed. I 
transferred and started living closer to John; we would cook more meals together, 
but cooking meals together was like, ‘This is all you can have.’ Or, ‘Why are you 
eating that much?’ 
I wondered if John had been a catalyst in the development of her ED; when I asked her if 
I was correct in this thought, she replied, “It gets worse.” She described this newfound 
element of their relationship in the following way: 
John is a good dude, but during those times, and still in my mind, he was not a 
good human. I vividly remember… Like I would eat a big bowl of oatmeal, a 
normal bowl of oatmeal with a few things of fruit, maybe an apple and a normal 
amount of peanut butter, chia seeds, honey, and a bunch of stuff that was probably 
beneficial for the injury that was happening. And he would say, ‘You can’t have 
that much in there, why would you put that and that and that? All you need is 
1,200 calories, that’s it.’ And, I said, ‘You’re right’. I’m not running so why do I 
need so much? But I was cross training two hours a day and doing all of the other 
things that normal humans aren’t doing—walking to class, being a human, you 
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need at least 2,000 calories. So, that kind of stuff or I would put a bunch of stuff 
in a smoothie and he would say, ‘Literally you only need a banana, peanut butter, 
and some type of green.’ I would ask if he was sure, and he would say, ‘Yeah, 
that’s fine. Just have a smoothie for breakfast, I don’t know what you eat for 
lunch, and have a salad for dinner.  
For a while, Mae did not see any issue with these restrictions; John promised her that he 
would make her “the best runner”, which she was excited for, stating, “I wanted to run 
fast… I wanted to go to Nationals. So, I was pumped. Especially someone giving me that 
training and focus—I was excited.” 
Settling In. Mae’s time at CMAU progressed as she settled into a new town, new 
teammates and friends, and essentially, two new, but separate coaches. Though she was 
becoming a faster and more serious runner, finding endless motivation to try to lead her 
team and herself to success, the battle with various injuries persisted: 
We didn’t get to nationals that year, which was just heartbreaking for everyone. 
So, I wanted to get better for myself and for everyone else, too. I was cross 
training so much and I was running much more than I ever had… I ran and 
qualified for conference races, which I didn’t even think could happen, but it was 
easy…. And my hip was feeling weird, so John said, ‘Cross train, that’ll be fine.’ 
So, I cross trained, and then I started walking up the stairs and it felt like my hip 
just literally fell off my body; I had actually strained my hip flexor to the point 
where I almost tore it. At that moment, the trainer was like, ‘You shouldn’t have 
been cross training that much. This is an overuse issue.’ I had to stop running, I 
couldn’t compete anymore… Which I didn’t handle well. At all. I was so upset, I 
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couldn’t do anything—it hurt to sit, it hurt to sleep… So, for weeks that was my 
whole life: Having a banana for breakfast and lunch, and having a salad for dinner 
thinking like, ‘I’m not running right now, or doing anything, so I don’t need to eat 
anything. I need to keep this form that I’m in right now because this is the 
thinnest I have been in some time. And if I’m going to eat anything, I’m going to 
gain weight because I’m not running.’ 
 Mae continued this mentality until she was able to start running again. Coach 
Dave, the CMAU coach, attempted to get her back to racing healthy, though much of her 
coaching had secretly been overtaken by John. She discussed her first race back: “Coach 
was like, ‘Okay, just do a fast mile and you’re done for the day.’ Then John said, ‘We’re 
going to do repeats… Finish, do a cool down, then meet up there.’”  
 John continued secretly coaching Mae throughout that spring track season, as well 
as throughout the following summer, which she spent in a southern coastal state for an 
internship. She explained: 
So, Coach Dave didn’t have control over what you did in the summer, but John 
looked at what he gave me and said, ‘This is what you’re going to do instead.’ So, 
I was doing everything John wanted me to do, and having me talk to him about 
what I was eating, and I was so happy to honestly get away from him, even 
though he had a peripheral view of my life… and I had lost weight because it was 
so hot there, and I was having like a smoothie for lunch, or breakfast, and really 
small lunch, most likely a sweet potato and some garbanzo beans… And luckily 
my aunt would always cook a really nice dinner that had an actual protein, and a 
carbohydrate—but it was a scary thing to do. I didn’t want to eat rice. At all. 
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[And] at first it was very stressful, I was just stressed the whole time because I 
was like, if I don’t eat this, she’s going to be pissed. So, I was eating it to please 
her and it was, you know, the only real meal that day. And honestly, I wasn’t even 
hungry for it. I didn’t even want it. And for my birthday, the first year I had ever 
had a birthday cake after finding out the gluten and dairy intolerance—she had 
gotten me this extremely, crazy beautiful gluten and dairy free birthday cake that 
was made with like coconut flour—it was so good. And I remember not wanting 
to eat any of it because, ‘Coconut’s so bad for you’, like so much fat.  
In Mae’s perspective, all of this restricting and caution with her diet was paying 
off, as her teammates were starting to notice through Mae’s shared social media page and 
their positive responses: “You look so good?! What are you doing? How is your training 
going?” All of which Mae replied, “It’s going great.” For the most part, Mae believed 
that was true. While away from CMAU, her coach, her boyfriend, and anyone else, she 
was able to monitor exactly what she was doing and how she was doing it. When it came 
to training, she was sticking to her plan, running the speed and pace she wanted to. As for 
eating, Mae was meticulous, journaling her food intake and exercise, a way to be sure 
that her progress would continue, and roughly judging herself if it did not: 
Like every day I had a rating of either good or bad and it depended on the run. It 
depended on what I ate and, like I would have detail of that. Not necessarily like, 
‘This is what I have for lunch, breakfast and dinner,’ but like I ate bad today, blah, 
blah, blah. ‘My run was okay, but I ate bad today, I didn’t do core today.’… So, if 
I ‘skipped something’ or I felt like my run was just really shitty, which is fine 
cause I’m a human, it was just labeled a good or a bad day and that’s kind of a lot 
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of pressure to put on a person that’s based on like those things that are human 
functions like eating. 
As summer was coming to a close, she excitedly updated John on her weight loss, 
though his response did not meet that of her teammates:  
He was like, ‘Yeah, but know that when you come back, you’re going to gain all 
that weight back… You’re going to start drinking, you’re going to be doing all of 
these things, you’re not going to be consistent anymore—you’re going to gain the 
weight back.’ No, ‘You did good’, just what was going to happen if I let it.  
 On Her Own. Upon her return to CMAU, expectations for Mae’s fifth and final 
year were carefully projected, though many unforeseen changes would alter these plans. 
First, John had taken a job in another town two hours away, and while he continued 
coaching her and monitoring her diet from afar, Mae explained things in her life began to 
shift. For example, she did indeed gain the weight back, explaining: “I remember vividly 
him not being there, and me just starting to binge. That’s when that started, because he 
wasn’t there to do anything… one large bag of candy corn and that was it.” When the 
binging began, Coach Dave had also discovered the secret coaching John had been 
providing to Mae over the previous year. Though livid, Mae explained that she was never 
reprimanded, and the coaching from John continued anyway.  
Mae also started experiencing extreme anxiety, which began to directly impact 
her running. One particular incident during winter break stood out to her: 
I was visiting John for the first week of winter break, and he wanted me to do a 
workout, and I literally had an anxiety attack—the first one I ever had while I was 
running. I needed to stop, and he said, ‘You need to get up off the ground.’ I said, 
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‘I can’t, I can’t breathe, there’s all this stuff happening.’ And at that point I was 
applying for all these internships, which he was like, ‘You’re not allowed to go 
out of state, you can’t leave me again.’ And this was a point of—like a breaking 
point. One day I didn’t want to leave the house, I was just really, really depressed 
and it had really kicked in. I told him and he said, ‘That’s not real. You’re not 
dealing with that. I don’t know if you’re piggy backing off of your friend looking 
for attention. I don’t know what you’re going through but that’s not it.’ So, we got 
into a fight about that, I went home, and we ended up breaking up. And I 
remember not running for two weeks after that because it was just so stressful. I 
wasn’t eating then either because, what was the point?  
 Despite their breakup, Mae had already planned her schedule around what John 
wanted for her training, including creating a class schedule for her final semester that 
would make her unable to attend team practice. Without the practice attendance, Coach 
Dave was unaware of what Mae was doing regarding her training, to which she stated, “I 
don’t think he cared. He was just so fed up with what was happening.” Mae also stopped 
going to team lunches and dinners, very quickly isolating herself even more from the 
once closely-knit family she had become a part of just two years prior. Soon, she was 
running primarily by herself, as teammates claimed she was “running too fast” for them, 
and she was spending as much time on campus and away from her house as possible.  
Concurrently, Mae’s binging became more prevalent than ever and her anxiety 
persisted: 
I started having really bad anxiety attacks; in class, running, like while I was 
running, while I was doing workouts. At an early spring meet, I looked down at 
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my arms and legs and they were splotchy. I have never experienced that before, 
and I had blacked out. My teammate drug me off the track and said, ‘It’s okay, 
it’s going to be okay.’  
With her binging and anxiety at an all-time high, Mae took control over what she 
could: her schedule and running. Mae scheduled her days out “minute by minute” from 
the moment she woke up at 5:30 a.m., until the moment she came home at 10 p.m. Within 
this tightly wound schedule, Mae was participating in her professional semester, which 
included a highly demanding class schedule, in addition to working 20 hours a week at 
the university library and continuing to train at max capacity.  
 When it came to her academics, Mae explained that they mostly took a backseat 
to her running. This attitude deterred her from getting to know her professors and 
establishing a relationship with them, and overall being a better student, which she 
regretfully explained, “I think my academics came second, maybe third… But I was just 
so tired, I didn’t care. I did not care.” As for running, it had begun to take priority over 
everything, if it had not already done so. As Mae found herself isolating, and on an 
independent schedule from her teammates, she also started moderating her training to do 
what she wanted on her own terms, including adding in extra, non-coach approved runs 
because she simply wanted to, and because she believed it would help her become faster. 
Mae explained, “I really just wanted to test it. I wanted to get up to 70 miles a week to 
see what would happen,” and so she did.  
 One Last Push. Mae continued this control over her running and schedule until 
she graduated from CMAU. In Mae’s explanation, she described two general feelings she 
had experienced; Mae found the time both difficult, and simultaneously a time in which 
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she was “enjoying everything that was happening.” This included running extra miles, 
running at a pace of her choice, controlling her diet, and racing what she wanted to: “At 
the time, I was just kind of like I don’t want to run with anyone anyway. I just wanted to 
use this time for me. And to just run fast when I wanted to run fast.” Later stating, “It was 
definitely hard… I did every run by myself but that gave me more control and that was 
something I wanted.”  
 This difficult independence led Mae through her final season, where she was at 
least somewhat satisfied with her performances, which included her final conference 
championship: 
Well, number one, no one was training me; I was training me. And Coach Dave 
let me do all of the distance races… He wanted me to view specific race plans and 
I didn’t follow any of them because I didn’t care. I knew how my body worked, 
and I felt like this was going to be my best plan for me. And I got two [top ten] 
places in two of those events, and in the 5k, I was just crying. I was so happy… In 
terms of success, that was when I had the most control because it was my choice 
to do those things.  
Managing the Stress. Maintaining this life of restriction, structure, and isolation 
led to feelings of inadequacy and stress: “When I would wake up, I would have my day 
scheduled and set. And if I didn’t do that thing, it was over, just done.” The self-induced 
pressure was all-encompassing, and although Mae admitted she could not always see her 
reality, there were time when she did. Unfortunately, in one rare moment of clarity, she 
finally sought help, though was denied and left by herself:  
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I think there were moments, especially towards the end where I was having panic 
and anxiety attacks… I started having that consistently during class or in between 
classes, and one day I just tried to go and get help at the Mental Health Center. I 
went in there and this woman was like, ‘We can’t fit you in. It’s just not possible.’ 
And I was like, ‘I’m literally crying and feeling like I am going to die. I don’t 
know what to do.’ She said, ‘Well, we can’t put you in.’ So, I just walked home 
and tried to go to another center on the way and they couldn’t do anything. I went 
home and I just cried for maybe three or four hours, in my room, just in the dark 
and I didn’t know what to do… Everything was just falling down around me. I 
wasn’t doing well in classes, and I didn’t want to run.  
Mae’s account of that day continued, when she circled back to a critical statement she 
had made earlier in our conversation, describing that her ED took her life away from her. 
She described the feeling of that moment lying in her room alone, with the knowledge of 
herself today:  
I just laid in bed and thought, ‘Well fuck me. I don’t know why I’m like this. Like 
why is my life like this?’ I think knowing that now, like that was a moment like, 
‘Wow, this has taken so much of my life.’ 
 The Aftermath. Mae graduated from CMAU after that last semester, quickly 
moving to a nearby, coastal state to complete her last internship, and then eventually 
found her first post-college job in a different state. Unfortunately, Mae’s ED would 
continue for a few more years, leading to more heartbreak and struggle, and very often, 
more isolation. In both interviews, I asked Mae if she was able to recognize her ED in 
college, to which she replied, “It’s hard because I didn’t recognize it until now,” later 
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explaining, “I mean I understood there was restricting happening, but I never thought 
‘Yeah, I have this horrible thing that’s happening to me.’” Mae continued, “Even in that 
last bit of that [final] semester I was seeing it, that’s when I talked to my friend about it, 
but I didn’t recognize it in myself, that was an issue for me.”  
 In pursuing therapy for her ED specifically, Mae has begun to overcome her ED, 
acknowledging its existence in her life, and as she described, the life it took away from 
her. Throughout both interviews, and the other times we met, she described the intense 
impact her ED had in her life, often describing it generally as “shameful”, her restriction 
as “tiring” and her binging as “secretive, and more painful than restricting.” When she 
did not perform well, she became “hungry to win”, and when she stopped restricting and 
allowed herself to eat, she “wasn’t even satisfied”, quickly beginning to binge. When she 
knew she needed a break from running, she “pushed through it” because it was “an 
identifiable thing” in her life and she had nothing else she “cared that much about”.  Mae 
described running as the “most consistent thing” in her life, including relationships with 
others or material possessions, explaining the transition to this intensity: 
I think it made that switch to more of like this fun childhood freedom to, ‘I need 
to do this because I want to compete well, and I want to win, or I want to try to 
run fast. It wasn’t just fun anymore. It was, there was another component; like 
yes, it was fun and yes it was fun to run fast and to feel strong, but it also had this 
secondary component like, ‘You need this.”  
 Years later, however, Mae describes her relationship with running as “a freedom”, 
and something to connect her to “being outside and being a pure human, almost the 
purest of human things in life is running.” In our last meeting, we discussed the 
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immensely negative impact ED had on both of our lives, but appreciated the growing 
community of women who have been brave enough to talk about this exhausting disease, 
and the hope that continued education and discussion could benefit others:  
I think this has been really beneficial to talk about with another person. It’s been 
really helpful in conjunction with therapy… To move through this process and to 
actually open up and talk about it… Because I really haven’t had that. 
Laura 
 
 Laura reached out to me after my second social media post. Though we did not 
know each other or follow one another, a friend of hers had forwarded it along to her, She 
responded that she was interested in the study, was a graduated Division III runner, and 
had experienced disordered eating, forwardly explaining much of which was due to her 
coach. Laura was my first Division III athlete to reach out but was also slow to respond to 
my replies. While I continued searching for someone to fill this position, she would 
occasionally reach out again, apologizing for the delay, but still stating her interest. After 
about a month, we began communicating through email, and finally set up our first 
interview for the first week of the near year.  
 Due to the timeframe in which I wanted to finish this study, and the time it took to 
put an initial interview on the calendar, I opted to conduct my interviews with Laura 
virtually using FaceTime. Additionally, I chose to not offer participation in Phase 3 of the 
study. Though these choices were difficult to make, the information Laura provided me 
with both interviews was thorough and comprehensive of her experience. Laura was very 
candid from the very beginning, explaining that she was more than happy to have the 
conversation, and that it was a topic which she was passionate about. Both interviews 
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took place on Sunday afternoons, four weeks apart, and lasted approximately one hour 
each.  
A Reason to Run. In our first interview, I began by asking Laura to tell me about 
her experiences as an athlete prior to her time in college. She explained that she had gone 
to an all-girls school, had played soccer her entire life, and made a note very immediately 
that most adolescents experience a “rocky path”, including herself, stating, “My family 
was actually really great about self-love for the most part.” Jumping right into the topic of 
athletes and self-image, Laura further described her high school experience with athletics, 
including how she found herself running cross country as a soccer player, and that this 
was the period in her life when she “first started watching people pick their bodies apart.” 
She further noted: 
So, I really, really started watching my classmates and my fellow athletes start 
picking their body apart. And you know, I played soccer, I had the kind of 
stereotypical body of a soccer player; really big thighs, really muscular thighs—
that was probably the first thing girls on my team started picking apart and a lot of 
girls would join track and cross county for conditioning. I think a lot of people at 
my school joined as a complementary part of whatever team they were in. But 
also, for the main focus of staying trim and weight loss. So, it transitioned less 
from conditioning and to just staying thin and not gaining weight in the off 
season.  
 When it came to the idea of running collegiately, Laura had not considered it until 
she was approached by a Division III coach late into her junior year. The coach had asked 
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if she would be interested in applying to the school he was coaching at, and from there, 
Laura said it cascaded:  
I didn’t think I’d end up going to Meyer [College] at all, and I ended up getting a 
scholarship. And that kind of aided my selection in general, and then I really 
clicked with the coach, at least at the forefront of our relationship. And I clicked 
with the team, I enjoyed the school… Things just fell into place, and… it was a 
mixed reason for commitment for running. I enjoyed running for the most part, 
but I was terrified of the “freshman 15”. I was terrified of things that I fabricated 
in my head that were going to happen to me if I didn’t keep running.  
Continuing her newfound commitment to run, Laura explained that she thought this 
would “force” her to stay thin, which was the primary motivation as opposed to 
‘becoming a great competitor”. When I asked her if she had any running-related goals in 
mind, she explained: 
Racing seems very black and white to me. You have a clock, and you have 
rankings, and although I think cross country, and you know, there’s other factors 
that can affect the performance, but it can be almost as linear as you want it to be 
if you correctly commit yourself, and in a health way… I’m admittedly a control 
freak. I like being able to depend on myself primarily for my outcomes, so I think 
a sport that catered to my need that I could be in control of the outcome is really 
what I liked and so, I had benchmarks I wanted to hit in the 5k and 10k, but again, 
I don’t know what it was rooted in other than getting smaller so I could get 
faster… I don’t think my motivations were ever super positive or good.  
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 Disordered Eating Manifestation. As Laura prepared to move on to college 
from high school, she began to feel more pressure to become smaller: 
I remember the first time I started feeling pressure on myself to get smaller. It 
started in high school, I think when one, I was approached by a college coach… I 
felt like, ‘Gosh, someone’s watching me now.’ I felt like, perhaps I have potential, 
or I could be a good fit. I think that put a little bit of pressure on me… And no one 
pressured me that I needed to change the way I looked, but that’s where I think 
this intrinsic pressure came from.  
Laura continued to describe how her disordered eating (DE) began to manifest: 
I think I started seeing a lot of habits my junior year. That’s when people started 
noticing I had lost weight, that’s when my family started noticing. Kind of my go 
to cycle, which I think is one that a lot can relate to, is a restriction, binge, and 
purge pattern. And I had a lot of over exercising tendencies, and I think the 
perfect way to harness those tendencies was to do long runs with my team, and 
tacking on extra miles, and running was just kind of the perfect way to… I think 
combat everything I was doing in terms of consumption. So, I think my junior 
year of high school was when it really kind of started escalating… My senior 
year, I had developed amenorrhea… I was losing weight too rapidly. I probably 
lost 10 pounds over a course of maybe six months… I mean, I was at a weight 
that I didn’t necessarily need to lose weight, and it was noticeable. And I was 
starting to experience side effects, so my mom took me to a primary care doctor 
who referred me to a nutritionist.  
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 Although Laura was “stabilizing more” in regard to her DE by her senior year, by 
the time she started at Meyer, a shift for the worse occurred. Due to more freedom and 
control over her lifestyle, and an opportunity to “reinvent” herself, Laura believed that 
she was able to focus on her DE habits because no one was able to stop her. Taking 
“advantage of that freedom”, her DE habits intensified in her first two years away.  
 A New Team. When Laura first reached out to me with interest in participating in 
this study, she was very up front about how her coach impacted her DE. In our first 
interview, it did not take long for her to paint a picture of the culture of her team, 
describing her coach as “very heavy on what he called nutritional practices and being 
healthy”, her relationships with her teammates, and the intricacies of navigating DE in 
this newfound college freedom.  
 Laura lived with three teammates, all of which she explained also had either a 
“full-fledged obsessive pattern towards their eating, or just insecurities about their 
bodies.” She explained that within the women’s team culture, there was “a lot of talk 
around diet, a lot of numbers thrown out,” which she believed created competition 
amongst herself and others. This competitive mindset showed especially true in her 
reflection of racing: “I think about meets or racing other teams and it was like we were 
less worried about other schools and more worried about each other.”  
 Coaching. Our conversation on this continued, as I began to understand more and 
more how this team culture and competitiveness came to be. Laura hesitated to stick with 
her original comment that her coach pinned her teammates against each other, but it was 
hard to ignore the significance of her feeling as she continued to explain the immense 
comparisons, he would make to her and her teammates about each other. For example, 
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Laura stated, “He would hold up his stopwatch as someone crossed the lines and be like, 
‘You guys need to be like Laura’, or ‘You need to be like so and so’.” These comparisons 
went beyond running, however:  
He had us track our intake in our diaries each season. And he would collect them 
at the end of the week, take a look at them, make notes in them. He would do a lot 
of scrutinizing them and say like, ‘You’re probably a little heavy on the sugar or 
the carbs, you should probably eat more raw fruits and vegetables.’ He would 
pick them apart. 
Her coach would highlight the “perfect” journal diets, continuing to encourage the team 
to be “more like” whichever athlete he thought was doing it right.  
Despite the type of feedback, Laura explained that feedback was always more fuel 
to continue her disordered eating:  
It’s like the negative feedback makes you want to try harder, and the encouraging 
feedback, where you finally get the validation that what you’ve been doing is 
working, that’s like three times the amount of motivation because you’re like, 
‘Finally!’  
In terms of what positive feedback looked like, Laura described her coach to not give 
many compliments, but when he did, it would be shared with statements such as 
“Looking fit”, or “Looking in shape.”  
 Laura continued to explain how these standards and comparisons impacted her 
relationship with her teammates, and the “bond” in which they shared. For example, she 
discussed that her coach asked the team to sit together during meals, and when they did 
not, he would know because he would check in on them frequently: 
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He would come to our dining hall at dinner time, probably three out of the five 
workdays a week and just check in to make sure we’re sitting together. And if we 
weren’t, he would ask us to get up and move from that table and go sit with our 
team.  
Laura continued to explain the discomfort of these check-ins, and the contradiction she 
felt in being forced to bond with her teammates that she was simultaneously competing 
with: “It felt artificial at times, the level of bonding we had. It never felt comfortable, it 
was a bizarre feeling like, ‘I need to be close to these people, but I also need to 
undermine them in some way’.”  
 While Laura’s coach was influencing her team culture, she was individually 
struggling with the added pressure to compete with her teammates both on the course and 
in her diet: “For someone who already scrutinized themselves, having another person do 
that to me made me feel guilty and exposed.” Laura further explained these feelings: 
I think in terms of guilt, it's like we're already being hard on ourselves. Like I'm a 
person who, if someone's upset with me, I've already identified what you're upset 
about. I'm already [more] frustrated at myself than you will ever be at me and I'm 
going to be harder on myself than someone could ever be to me. And so I would 
use MyFitnessPal during all of this and I'm already tracking my food. Like when 
we turned in our journals, I could just go to my fitness pal and I could just write it 
all down or type it out and hand it to him because I was already doing the leg 
work. And so, for someone to looked at me and said, ‘You know, you went a little 
bit over that day or you probably didn't meet that muffin or that doughnut at 
breakfast time, huh?’ Like I already know that. I already remember after eating 
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that doughnut at practice, like punishing myself in my head for it. So, I would feel 
guilty and then I would feel extra upset that like I've already picked on myself for 
that. Then guilty also when he would compare the girls diaries to each other, 
guilty, I wasn't doing as well as so and or some other girl on the team… And then 
in terms of exposure or feeling exposed, I mean, it's like I think what we eat and 
what we do for our bodies and the decisions that we make every day, for 
ourselves are private. And I don't think we needed to know each other was eating. 
Why, like why other than the intent of embarrassing each other or pitting us 
against each other or making us feel like our own teammates are competition, 
what other reason do you have to flip someone's diary around and let us read what 
they ate on Tuesday? Like what's the point other than those reasons that I think 
are pretty ill intentioned. 
 Ending the Struggle. This way of living continued throughout Laura’s junior 
year. Feelings of isolation, obsession, secrets, and pure exhaustion: 
I was starting to feel slow and sluggish and burnt out and exhausted and typically 
during the latter half of the season. I peaked way too early, I wasn’t eating or 
training correctly, I was over-training, under-eating, and I definitely felt like I 
would have these benchmarks [times] met and go through these periods of just 
continued exhaustion. And you know, I was anemic upwards of a year and a half 
[with a hemoglobin level around that time was about 9.2 g/dl and I just felt like 
getting out of bed was tough. It was like all the energy I could muster that day 
would be dedicated that day to practice. And if I couldn’t provide an excellent 
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practice or a good race, I would get word of it from my coach. So, it was like I 
would do anything I could just to devote everything I had towards running. 
Eventually, Laura began to see a decline in her performances, and by the end of her 
junior year, she explained that she simply did not have the grit anymore.  
Though she continued to train through that summer before her senior year, the end 
of her running career was in clear sight, and by the time she arrived back at school, she 
quit the team. Two noteworthy reactions occurred as a result of her quitting: Her coach 
was angry and could not understand why she would quit, while she came to the 
realization that she could be happier not competing.  
A Negative Reaction. Laura explained that her coach was upset with her when she 
left the team, elaborating: 
My coach was pretty hurtful in how he [responded to] that news and he was very 
much in denial and even still, once I had told him, like me, the most indecisive 
person in the world has firmly put my foot down and decided to do something 
good for myself. ‘I've told you multiple times—You know, I can't run, I don't 
want to.’ He still was trying to make like training plans for me around my work 
schedule, around my class schedule… It's like he was in denial and not listening 
and it just felt like someone was completely dismissing my wishes and, and it was 
hurtful and stressful. 
Laura explained that they continued to see each other on campus, but that they never 
spoke again.  
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A Positive Reaction. While her coach was irritated and unsupportive, Laura found 
that she was not as alone as she had thought, that she had people to rely on, and that she 
did not have to continue hating herself: 
I stopped hating myself so much, and fortunately, because I wasn’t hating myself 
as much, I didn’t feel like I had this need to run myself into the ground—literally 
and metaphorically. I was less into self-destruction because I was starting to learn 
how to be okay with myself, and accept myself, and I know a lot of people who I 
graduated with, and they’re still not quite at that point. They’re still struggling. I 
think [for some] people it can come naturally, and a lot of people it’s a really, 
really intentional effort to start being okay with yourself and whether it’s having 
to say it out loud, or affirmations, years of therapy, years of working it out um in 
your head, and luckily for me I think it started feeling more and more effortless 
um probably in the past couple of years. People don’t love me less, people don’t 
want to talk to me less, people won’t think I’m stupid because I gained weight… 
My body’s changed a lot in the past several years… I took almost a year and half 
hiatus in between my last race that spring, and then I ran a 10-mile race and a 
couple of half marathons a year and a half proceeding, and those races weren’t out 
of anger or angst, those races I was excited about. And there were a lot of times I 
would go out for runs and be like, this is too soon. It would kind of trigger these 
habits. So, I gave myself I think the break I needed, which was really difficult. It 
was really hard not to want to jump on the treadmill or get on the bike and go for 




 Eleanor reached out to me within a few days of my initial post. In her initial 
response, she explained that she had attended and graduated from a Division I university 
in the northeast region of the country, and that she had struggled with an eating disorder 
(ED) throughout her freshman year, and then more disordered eating (DE) throughout the 
remainder of her college years. I sent Eleanor the study information through email, and 
within the next week we had set up a time for our first interview. 
Eleanor and I met for both interviews at the same coffee shop in our shared 
hometown. Interviews were approximately three weeks apart. In each interview, Eleanor 
was very candid about her experiences in the NCAA and with her ED. She explained that 
she was often very open about this and was grateful for an opportunity to have a 
discussion in hopes of bettering the system and the experiences of others.  
Though Eleanor initially seemed interested in completing Phase 3 of the study, 
she decided to opt out after a couple of weeks considering it. Eleanor still runs 
competitively, while she also is still seeking services for DE. Unfortunately, with an 
important marathon on her calendar, while also working a full-time job, she found herself 
struggling with her DE. Eleanor communicated her hesitance with me, to which I offered 
her more time and suggested her to opt out if need be. Eleanor eventually acknowledged 
that completing the third phase of this study would likely be an unhealthy decision.  
Becoming More Serious. Eleanor and I had briefly met prior to our first 
interview through mutual friends but had never had a conversation one-on-one. In our 
first interview, we spent some time discussing these shared friendships, and naturally 
progressed into the interview questions. Eleanor began her story by informing me that she 
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grew up in the Mid-Atlantic, she played a variety of sports including basketball, soccer, 
and lacrosse, and that by high school, she started running track. She laughed, further 
explaining that at the time, she told a friend she never wanted to run in college because 
she did not want to run on days she did not have to. However, as she progressed, she 
began to realize she had some natural talent in running and that pursuing it in college was 
not out of the question: 
I started looking up time and thought, maybe I am good enough to run in college. 
I had always wanted to go to Northeast University (NEU), so I looked up times 
there, then I started looking up times at other schools. That’s when I started 
getting more serious about running. Started to run every day and was doing more 
than my teammates. 
 As Eleanor started training more intensely, she began looking up to another 
teammate of hers who was older, and who eventually went on to run for a well-known 
Division I university: 
There was one girl who was a junior when I was a freshman. She was really good, 
and so she did some of her own workouts. She actually won the two mile at 
indoor nationals… So, I looked up to her a lot. 
With this new “role model”, Eleanor’s perspective of running and diet shifted: 
I will say that my relationship with food became different because of that girl. She 
lost a lot of weight at the same time that she got really fast. And definitely looked 
unhealthy, but she got permission to eat during class and stuff—because she just 
had a really high metabolism. And I’ve since talked her and she said she never 
had like a full blown eating disorder, she was just eating really healthy. I would 
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see her at lunch and what she ate and so I started being like, ‘Okay, I need to 
watch my diet more.’ I mean, I would say in middle school is when I started to cut 
out junk food, but I would still occasionally have desserts or whatever. But 
definitely watching what she ate was when I became more restrictive. I was like, 
‘Okay, well, definitely the night before a race I’m not having a cookie or 
whatever.’ 
Eleanor continued to explain that during these high school years was when she decided to 
take running more seriously, and to be more health conscious in terms of what she ate. 
For Eleanor, this meant becoming more restrictive in her eating, creating rules for herself, 
and weighing herself at the beginning of each season, and then again at the end of the 
season. By the time her senior year came and went, Eleanor had lost somewhere between 
10 and 12 pounds, and explained that this was the time her ED really began. 
 Shifting Perspectives. Eleanor explained to me the various ways her diet and 
exercise shifted at the end of her senior year: 
So, my season ended like early June my senior year, so my track season ended, 
and [my college coach’s] plan was to take two weeks completely off. And you 
know, no cross training or anything. And I realized I’d never taken that much time 
off of a sport in my life. I was like always playing soccer, or basketball or 
something—and in between seasons I’d have a week or two. But usually I’d run 
or something, just to stay in shape. I’d maybe take like two days off or like 
weekends or like, run every other day. But I never had two weeks like completely 
off. So, I thought, ‘Oh, this is weird.’ 
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Feeling strange about the suggested down time, Eleanor became weary that she would 
lose fitness, and with a quickly approaching family wedding, worried that she would not 
be able to fit into her bridesmaid dress: 
I remember saying to my mom, we were going to my last dress fitting, ‘What if I 
don’t fit into the dress?’ after taking two weeks off. And her comment was, ‘Well, 
just eat less.’  That was the trigger. And I don’t blame my mom for it because 
something else probably would have triggered it but that was all of a sudden like, 
‘Oh, I need to intentionally eat less. Not just go by what my body’s telling me.’ 
My body naturally would have told me it wasn’t hungry and to eat less, but all of 
a sudden, I was like, ‘Oh, I need to like cut my portion sizes in half.’ It was like 
my mindset…. And I was [also] valedictorian, so I had to give a speech there, and 
I had to give a speech at [my sister'] wedding. And I was nervous for both of 
those things and to be in the limelight and so then the thought of my appearance 
and stuff—it all just kind of came together and that’s when I was intentionally 
eating less. 
 Unfortunately, even after she started to run again, and after she fit into her dress, 
while actually having to have it pinned due to so much weight loss, Eleanor’s restricting 
did not stop; though this time in fear of not being adequate enough for the team she 
would be joining just a few months later: 
Then I kept it up even once I started running again because I had the slowest 
times going into college [out of all the incoming freshmen]... So, I was technically 
a walk on and had the slowest times of anyone, so I was worried about being 
slowest on the team. 
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Eleanor continued that she was not only worried about her times, but also how she would 
appear physically to her new team: “So, then I was more concerned with trying to look 
like a runner cuz I never thought I looked like a runner—like I was lean enough.” When 
asked to describe where this idea of the ideal body came from, she elaborated that it 
primarily stemmed from the older teammate she looked up to in high school: 
I mean I feel like I’ve always had this one runner’s body type in mind… I 
remember, ‘Oh, you can see her collar bones like really well.’ So, I would be in 
class trying to feel my collar bones [too see if they stuck out as much as hers]. 
Like no muscle mass, no boobs, which is kind of what I was going with.  
By the time her summer was coming to a close, Eleanor had lost five pounds in 
just a few short months. She described that she thought that if she was lighter, she would 
be faster, and acknowledged that she was potentially going about her training and diet in 
an unhealthy manner: “I was just thinking, I want to be faster.” After doing some at-home 
research on the symptoms of an ED, she was hopeful that her doctor would suggest 
something when she went to her annual physical check-up:  
I remember I almost said something to [my mom] along the lines of, ‘I have an 
eating disorder,’ but I didn’t because I was like, ‘Well, the doctor will catch it if I 
do.’ And then the doctors asked about what I was eating—like fruits and veggies 
and dairy and stuff, asking me about my diet and he said, ‘Okay, you’re eating a 
healthy diet, you’re fine,’ like I was still in the healthy weight range I guess. So, 
the doctor didn’t pick up on it.  
Eleanor did not argue against this lack of diagnosis and continued her restrictive 
behaviors for the remainder of the summer.  
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 Transitioning. When Eleanor finally did make it to NEU for her first pre-season 
with her new team, she found that her fears were incorrect, and that she was indeed better 
than she thought she could be, ranking the second fastest freshman and in the top five of 
her cross country team. She explained that she had “a lot of confidence”, though her 
eating continued to be unhealthy. Despite her confidence in running, Eleanor struggled 
with the transition away from her family and her home, along with her quiet anxiety 
around eating: 
I remember during preseason there was one night when I had like salmon and a 
baked potato—that’s all I had for dinner. And I felt so incredibly full after that I 
thought, ‘I ate way too much, my stomach doesn’t feel good.’ I called my parents 
crying because I just ate too much for dinner. It was like pretty ridiculous, it was 
my call for help. And they were like, ‘Why don’t you just go hangout with your 
teammates? Why are you being so weird? Why are you crying over that?’ 
Eleanor reflected on the moment saying that she was unsure of why she called them, and 
that she simply tried to move on from this anxiety after speaking to her parents.  
 The Crash. As her season continued, Eleanor continued to run well, all while 
continuing to lose about one pound a week. This combination provided a sense of control 
and satisfaction for Eleanor. She explained that every time she saw a decrease in her 
weight, she felt a sense of contentment. Unfortunately, this feeling of success and 
satisfaction would come to a quick halt in one of her last races of the season. She 
described the last 800 meters of this championship race:  
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That’s when I was getting passed by so many people. And I finished, I didn’t have 
to crawl to the finish or anything, but just not having enough energy for like a 5k 
or 6k race was pretty sad. 
It was this weekend, after the race, that she would admit to her parents that she needed 
help. She told them that she knew her behaviors were not healthy, and so her mom 
offered to stay with her while she connected to resources that could help her.  
Help and No Help. This journey to seek help led Eleanor to a school dietician, 
and to the realization that she needed to open up to her coaches about her struggles. Her 
dietician was not specialized in sports and athletes specifically, something Eleanor 
explained she would have preferred, but she would find it to be helpful at least in some 
capacity. The dietician was patient with Eleanor, she explained, and did not try to prevent 
her from running at all. Rather, she struck a deal with Eleanor: For every three pounds 
gained, she would be allowed to run more mileage.  
As Eleanor began this new goal of gaining weight and reorienting her thinking 
about diet, she knew that she would have to speak with her coaches about what was going 
on. She decided that she felt more comfortable going to the head track coach first, as they 
were a female. Additionally, Eleanor explained that she had one more race to get through 
that season, and she was worried he would pull her from the roster. After the season, they 
finally spoke and she informed him of her ED. At their end-of-the season meeting, she 
explained: 
I remember saying to him, ‘Oh, well I wonder if I could have run faster had I been 
fueling properly.’ And he responded, ‘I don’t know, you probably would have run 
the same times.’ And then he said, ‘You remind me a lot of my ex-wife with how 
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intense you are with running. And she always used to drop weight like right 
before her peak races, too.’ 
Eleanor was shocked with this comparison, feeling that it was both out of line and 
inappropriate. She explained that in hindsight, she wishes she would have gone to the 
Athletic Director. Though in any case, she further explained, “He didn’t help me recover 
at all.”  
 Deception. After winter break, Eleanor found herself struggling to gain weight 
despite her efforts: ”I tried a lot, and then when I did come back I gained like 5 pounds in 
a week and then that’s when my dietician was like, I’m not going to tell you your weight 
anymore.” Instead, her dietician would check in with Eleanor’s mom every week, 
informing her of her weight changes. Eleanor accepted this on the surface, though she 
quickly found herself hacking into her mom’s email account to learn the weights herself. 
Eventually, after about a month of this, she found herself feeling guilty, in addition to 
realizing that she was not helping herself, and finally admitted this to her mom so that she 
would changer her password to prevent Eleanor from continuing to hack into her account. 
  
 Riding it Out: For the remainder of her freshman year, Eleanor continued to work 
through her ED. Often, however, she found herself completely exhausted: 
So, at the end of my freshman year, I was pretty mentally burnt out by the spring. 
And I also was over trained by the spring… So, I just dug myself a huge hole—
and I had never run so much, I had never run continuously. I had always had like 
soccer season and then ran the rest of the year… So, I had never run—just run 
straight for like 8 months [of competitive racing]. And so, I think also just being 
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underweight for part of that time and then also just running too hard on easy days 
and so by the spring I was just really beat. So, I kept racing and competing and 
everything, but my body was just exhausted all the time… Just mentally I was 
shot.  
Eleanor found herself obsessing over counting calories, the number of pushups she did 
every night, and other quantifiable activities that she believed would somehow help her 
running. Towards the end of the year, her psychologist and dietician had recommended 
she attend inpatient treatment throughout the summer, but Eleanor opted to simply go 
home, to be in a familiar place, and to work on herself where she felt safe and supported 
by her family. By the end of that summer, she was able to put the weight back on in full 
and train normally, with much gratitude for her parents help.  
 An Attempt at Recovery in an Eating Disorder Culture. By the time Eleanor 
returned for her sophomore year, she explained that she was in a good place overall, 
though her relationship with food remained unhealthy. One of the most prominent 
barriers Eleanor faced as she attempted to recover was the culture of her team, and more 
so, her coach. When she opened up to her teammates about her ED, which she did at the 
end of her freshman year cross country season, she explained that they met her with open 
arms, asked how they could help, and were respectful if she needed space, too. 
Unfortunately, her coach would continue to be an obstacle in her attempt to overcome her 
ED:  
More so my coach – my coach didn’t help me recover. And I think he spurred 
disordered eating in a lot of my teammates, too. He even defended a few girls 
who were clearly running at an unhealthy weight. When I mentioned my concerns 
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about one girl being underweight, he responded, ‘She’s running well, so she’s 
fine.’ So, just the culture didn’t help with recovery at all’. 
Throughout both interviews, Eleanor and I spoke a great deal about her coach and 
the negative influence he had on her ED, and possibly her whole team. For example, she 
explained that while she was trying to put on weight her freshman year, he became 
impatient with her: 
I think I was allowed to run like 50 miles a week and my coach wanted me to run 
60. And so, he was in communication with the dietician as to when I could run 
more and he was like, at one point, ‘El—just gain the weight to make the dietician 
happy so you can run more.’ That’s literally what he said to me. I said, ‘Um, it’s 
not that easy, I’m trying really hard, I’m not gaining it back. And there’s also the 
psychological component of it, too, where I’m like afraid to eat too much.’ He 
literally said told me to ‘gain the weight, make her happy, so you can run more’. 
Eleanor further explained that it was not just the comments to her specifically, but almost 
more, the general comments about weight and women’s bodies he would make to the 
team. She explained:  
He was awful. He made some awful comments. We had another girl on the team 
who at the end of freshman year, she was a walk-on, and she asked, ‘How can I 
get faster?’ and he told her, ‘Imagine if you had two 10-pound dumbbells and you 
just dropped them.’  




And then during our senior year in fall before our conference meet, he told two 
girls on the team to make sure they didn’t eat too much that week because ‘We 
were tapering [running less mileage] and wanted them to ‘avoid gaining weight.’ 
And then I took that heart, and then I didn’t eat that much, and I had a pretty bad 
race. 
He would also compare other teams: 
He was talking about another team one year in the fall, just comparing us to other 
teams. And he was like, ‘Yeah, [that team] only has like four and a half good 
runners because their fifth runner spends too much time in the dining hall.’ He 
literally said this in front of the whole team. I said, ‘You can’t say things like 
that.’ Then he said, ‘Well, that’s what their coach told me,’ and I was like, ‘You 
shouldn’t be repeating that.’  
 The impact these types of comments would have on Eleanor, and her teammates, 
was extremely detrimental. It was not just Eleanor who struggled, but her teammates as 
well. She explained the dining room culture as an opportunity to watch what others were 
eating and make direct comparisons, and that she saw teammates stop eating certain 
foods because others had stopped: 
One of our classmates always ate a large plate of pasta as like—her side meal. She 
was like a 4:40 miler in high school. She ran that fast freshman year, and then 
didn’t run as fast for th rest of her college career, not even breaking 5 minutes at 
time. She stopped eating her usual pasta and [drinking] a gallon of milk like just 
to try to copy what [the fastest girl on our team consumed], who’s a much smaller 
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girl. And she admitted after college that yeah, ‘I think I had DE, too.’ Cuz she like 
stopped doing her usual routine to copy what faster girls were doing.   
 This team culture, primarily set in place by their coach, had a large impact on her 
team, and on Eleanor. She further described the culture as the prioritization of running 
over everything, and that anyone who was not on board would eventually quit. Eleanor 
practiced this prioritization, as running was always her number one focus, including 
being above school: “I mean for me, running is the top priority, class is second.” For 
Eleanor, school as a secondary focus meant dropping out of more advanced classes so her 
workload was not as difficult and pushing assignments off to the last minute. This was 
very different for her, as she had been first in high graduating high class. However, she 
elaborated on the topic: “I feel I didn’t learn as much as I could have in classes, which I 
feel is pretty bad. But I feel like that’s kind of a lot of people’s experiences. Maybe not.” 
A Slow Burn. Eleanor continued to experience DE behaviors throughout the 
remainder of her collegiate career, though she never lost weight after gaining it back. She 
did, however, find herself burning out mentally and physically by the time graduation 
approached. After a few small setbacks due to injury, Eleanor described the end of her 
final season:  
There was just like a lot packed in and I'm always the one who's thinking, ‘I still 
need to do all the mileage, do all the workouts.’ I just pushed too hard. And, so, I 
didn't really notice that I was overtraining till our conference meet. So, like my 
last race, but, then I was like, ‘Oh yeah, the way that race felt and the way that it 
took a while to recover after that, I was like, yeah, this is how freshman year felt, 
too.’ I was over-trained and then that was when I felt like the motivation was lost. 
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Eleanor attempted to push through her last season in her collegiate career, though 
did not necessarily meet all of her goals. By the end, she was exhausted, found herself 
distancing herself from her teammates to avoid any ED/DE culture, eating along on an 
abnormal schedule, similar to that of her freshman year, and was sure that she would not 
recover until she graduated NEU. She continued to move through waves of burnout 
throughout the four years, and to date still continues her journey of recovery—though in 
a much healthier environment than her time at NEU.  
Sarah 
 
 I learned of Sarah through another participant who recommended her as another 
Division I student-athlete, and one who did not identify as White. The participant sent 
Sarah my original social media post, then connected us through email. It was not until I 
later asked Sarah how she identified specifically, that she informed me that she identified 
as White. Despite this, within just a couple of weeks, Sarah and I planned to meet in her 
home for our first interview.  
 I arrived at Sarah’s house on a Saturday afternoon. She welcomed me inside and 
we sat at her dining room table, where we would later sit for her second interview as 
well. Sarah explained that she had only allotted about an hour for our first interview, 
which caused me to re-structure some of my questions, saving a few for our follow-up. 
Throughout both interviews, Sarah was very forward about her struggles with her unique 
experience with her eating disorder and her path to recovery. Sarah was kind, calculated, 
and informative, providing great detail and insight into not only her own personal 
experience, but that of which she observed in others. Sarah opted out of the third phase of 




A Circumstantial Eating Disorder. Within the first few moments of Sarah and I 
speaking, she informed me that her story was unique, and that it would likely not align 
with that of my other participants. I was unsure of what she meant, so I simply began by 
asking her about her experiences in athletics prior to college. She began her explanation 
by explaining that she grew up in a southern coastal state and was originally a swimmer. 
Through middle school, she began running as cross training, and by the time she was in 
the sixth grade, she was successful in both sports. However, after winning cross country 
states as a freshman in high school, she decided to quit swimming and run full time. 
Following this initial introduction, she then asked if I wanted to jump into her ED. 
Surprised that it was coming up so early, I said if it was relevant for that time of her life, 
then yes. Without hesitation, she explained: 
So, my mom has had an ED for 25 years, so when her and my dad got a divorce, 
that triggered an ED. She actually had it her whole life, but it was re-triggered 
when they got a divorce when I was four. So, I grew up in an environment with a 
single mom who had an ED her whole life—still does. Has lost cognitive function 
like, she’s pretty bad after 25 years, and there’s no light in the future. So, I feel 
like a lot of mine was formed from seeing her and a lot of the environmental 
aspects. Like, ‘Oh my mom is doing this.’ And I’m not getting a lot of attention 
and I have a mom who’s never home, like she’s working full time. And my 
sister’s like never home and so I’m suddenly in this environment where like an 
ED’s normal and eating very little is normal, working out all the time and same 
thing. Like putting two and two together; if I’m lighter, I’ll go faster, but I feel 
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like a lot of that part of it was just environmental and me kind of coping with not 
getting a lot of attention and having control over something in my life because I 
didn’t really have parents who were involved in my life. And not a lot of family 
help. And honestly, a lot of my ED was, I won nationals as a junior in high school 
and was just very—it went out of control after that. And I was my lightest junior 
year, was running really well, just kept eating less and less so restricting a lot. 
And by the time I got to college I was a pretty big mess. I had had a couple of 
injuries—no bone injuries at that point, but mostly muscle—piriformis, Achilles, 
little like niggles starting to pop up junior and senior year. 
Admittedly, she had already answered many of my questions, and was possibly ahead of 
the curve of the other participants regarding how early her ED took place. Additionally, it 
was clear that Sarah knew the ins and outs of her ED more definitively than the others, as 
she had been recovering for approximately 11 years by the time we were conducting the 
interview.  
 I continued to let Sarah tell me her story, piece by piece answering every question 
I had prepared and many of the questions I would start formulating as she spoke: 
I went from like looking normal to all of a sudden to I’m just going to stop 
eating—I can’t remember that far back but there was definitely some turning 
point where I just, I think it’s when I became more competitive in swimming. I 
think I just started swimming four hours a day and all of a sudden went downhill. 
It was 5th or 6th grade and I don’t know if I was just all of a sudden more aware 
of what my mom was doing or I was putting more pressure on myself, but there 
was definitely some point where it just sort of flipped a switch in me and I’m just 
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going to change what I’m eating. More just restricting, like I just got used to 
always being hungry and that seemed to be okay. And just eating as little as 
possible and the same foods at the same time every day. I wouldn’t let myself eat 
dinner until 6pm or later, I wouldn’t eat before then. I would eat at like 7am, 
noon, 6, wouldn’t eat between that. Ate the same foods that I knew were ‘safe 
foods’ every day. Everything I ate was pretty much like fat free like no oils, like 
didn’t really eat salmon because it had too much fat in it. Like no butter, 
everything was fat-free yogurt, low-carb wrap with like chicken breast for lunch 
and then like a salad with some protein for dinner. 
I asked Sarah, especially for that age, where she learned these dietary practices, to which 
she explained Women’s Health, Cosmo, and “teen stuff”. She said that she would flip 
right to those sections, reading about nutrition as a sixth grader in her free time:  
I put so much time into researching and reading the latest health food trends and 
dissected the labels of everything so like the fat to carbs ration. It was a game to 
me almost of, let’s see how few calories I can eat each day. I feel like I was 
getting like 6-700, and swimming 4 hours a day. 
 Sarah also looked to other runners who were successful in high school in 
determining how she physically be:  
I mean especially in high school you just see a lot of thin runners doing really 
well. And I think that’s a big issue in high school and college and then post-
collegiate is when you start to see people break down but I think that was 
definitely my mindset like, ‘Oh, I’m getting lighter and I have to be lighter 
because the extra weight will weigh me down.’ 
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However, Sarah continued explaining that she believed her ED began as a consequence 
of not feeling happy, not feeling good enough, and again, because of her mom: 
I never got positive feedback so I just needed positive feedback and I felt like 
being able to control my eating that I could get positive feedback from running 
and positive feedback because I knew it was something I could control. 
 A Harsh Reality. Sarah continued to tell me about her high school success, 
winning state and national races, sustaining a restrictive diet throughout, getting recruited 
from big name Division I universities, and so on. Sarah explained that it was likely 
obvious to others that she was underweight, though because no one, including her 
parents, ever said anything, she did not think about it. By her junior year in high school, 
she knew that running collegiately was her next step, and that running professionally after 
would be the next big goal. Sarah settled on a school that was not too far from home and 
looked forward to what she could do as an NCAA Division I runner. Her plans, however, 
would come to a screaming halt as she got closer and closer to starting this next step: 
I remember I got onto campus freshman year and all of a sudden I had hamstring 
tendinitis, and that’s when they told me, ‘You need to get your period. We’re 
going to get you an endocrinology test and like, do the whole gamut’… That fall 
was kind of a real wake up call. I got a Dexa scan, and I had osteoporosis. And 
my hormones were really low and the only thing they could trace it back to was—
it was obvious my weight was really low at that point. I needed to put on weight. 
There was nothing that was wrong with my hormones other than that I just didn’t 
have enough body fat. The osteoporosis thing was kind of a wakeup call. And my 
coach, every time he brought it up, like he brought up my ED, kind of like a 
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roundabout way of bringing it up, but every time he brought it up I would just 
start bawling and I think that’s when I finally started accepting that it was a 
problem… And so, I think that first freshman fall of college was when I thought, 
‘Okay, my health is not okay, it’s not okay to not have your period, and I can’t 
even talk about this without like, crying for an hour.’ 
 Sarah described this time in her life as “traumatizing”, as it was the first time she 
was acknowledging that she had an ED, on top of the other big transitions she was 
experiencing in her life (i.e., moving away from home and starting college):  
I mean, you’re learning all of this about yourself and to be told you need to go to 
a therapist, or consider going to therapy to work through some of these issues, I 
kind of feel like I finally realized, ‘Oh shit, I’ve been in this hole for eight years 
and haven’t realized anything was wrong.’ No one’s ever said anything to me; 
definitely felt angry at my family for never saying anything.  
 From the Bottom of the Pit. After coming to the realization of the severity of her 
ED, Sarah began a slow crawl out the hole she had “dug herself” over the years. Sadly, 
this meant spending the next two and half years not being able to race due to injury, 
which was a result of her extreme ED: 
I had four femoral stress fractures in four years and essentially could never get 
over 30 miles a week. And like never could run. And then in grad school, I just 
tried to compete. I tried to do a red shirt year and I got my fourth femoral stress 
fracture in August of that year, and they basically medically banned me without 
formally medically banning me. So, the way this worked was, got the 4th stress 
fracture red shirt year, you have to sit out 6 months. Like no running for 6 months 
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which killed that year. And that wasn’t the protocol for anyone else in the entire 
university. So, the way they kind of handled that was a little bit sketchy, I was a 
little bit upset about that, but it was essentially killing my whole red shirt year. 
[They said], ‘You can’t run a step for 6 months, and then you can start training 
again in Feb.’ And indoor is pretty much gone by then. 
Despite chronic injuries, Sarah explained that she never gave up, and that running 
remained her priority:  
In four years, I never gave up trying. I can honestly say that. I think I kept trying 
to be good at running all four years and I don’t know if I focused on academics as 
much as I could have or should have. 
I asked Sarah what kept her going, to which she replied: 
I think a lot of it was pressure because I was on a full ride and other people 
weren’t. And I think that was being held over my head of like, “Should I have this 
full ride?” …  I do feel like in some ways I was kind of short-term focused in 
college, and I loved everyone on the team, and I loved running with them, and I 
loved being a part of that community and that’s why I did it. But I think the 
scholarship piece had a lot of influence, too. 
In our second interview, Sarah further elaborated on the scholarship pressures: 
I think this scholarship piece was really weighing on me and like, yeah, 
financially I don't want to have to take out $60,000 in loans to pay for school. So, 
I think I was like kind of telling myself to suck it up and deal with it so that I 
could just like get through college, stay on my scholarship, and not give that piece 
up financially. Because I've always just been more of a long-term thinker. I didn't 
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want student debt and I feel like I worked hard in high school to justify the 
scholarship and like all I had to do was really just like race and try to be good. 
Despite this pressure of scholarship and the love she had for her team, Sarah 
explained that she often did question why she was still trying after so many setbacks. She 
explained that the few times she was able to race, that it felt terrible: 
In high school I taught my body to deal with pain all the time, including hunger. 
And so, I taught myself that trait, I guess the first two years of college. I was 
basically told to teach my body to never be hungry and to never deal with that 
pain and to actually feed myself. And so, it was really hard to transition back to 
racing because you were supposed to let your body feel pain again. But the last 
two years I'd been teaching myself and I hadn't been doing workouts or 
anything… So, it translated negatively into racing… I finally raced halfway 
through junior year and I realized I just was so scared of pain that I taught my 
body to not be hungry and to not be okay with that. Every time I tried to push 
myself in a race or a workout, I just couldn't hit the level that I used to be at. And 
that was a really weird concept that took years to overcome… I feel like that was 
something I realized after the fact, like why am I not racing good? And the pain 
thing, I didn't really put two and two together until like a year later. Um, but I was 
nervous, and it sucked. I mean I literally, I went from being at the top in high 
school to like, ‘Yeah, you are rock bottom, almost placing last because you 
haven't run in two and a half years.’ And I think that was just a really tough place. 
And I'm like, do I even want to do this?... And so that was a huge battle for all of, 
I just couldn't even get to be what I considered like half good. My body never 
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gave me the opportunity to get back up at that level. And I just think mentally I 
could never get back up to that level either. It was just really hard time for the last 
year and a half that I was able to like kind of race. 
 An Eating Disorder Team Culture. As Sarah worked on recovery, while also 
trying to continue running when she could, she also explained that she was surrounded by 
many other individuals with ED/DE. Generally speaking, she explained that ED were 
rampant at her university: ‘I think you can just get it with high achieving individuals. And 
I think it's the type of personality, honestly, that [our university] attracts. It's like work 
hard, play hard.’ More specifically, however, was the team culture of ED/DE that Sarah 
described as normalized: 
I mean no one talked about. I mean you could kind of talk about eating behind 
people’s backs sometimes, but I feel like at some point, everyone on the team had 
an ED. It was a really unhealthy culture. And so, we had two groups, we had the 
800-meter focused, and then we had long-distance. And like, 800 people, those 
people could eat like, not really an issue with the mid-distance girls. The long-
distance girls, I feel like every single one at some point there had an ED. It was a 
constant test at dinner to see who could eat the least. And people were always 
looking who was eating what and it was just really unhealthy, and I don’t think it 
was ever talked about. I feel I was aware of it, and my roommate was hyper aware 
of it and it really got to her. And she had really bad body image issues… And a 
lot of people on the team did, they would talk about it. So, the somewhat healthy 
people, who didn’t have an ED, had body image issues and they would talk about 
the people who had an ED. And they would—the people with ED would talk 
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about the people who had body image issues. And I know there’s some overlap 
there, but I don’t think anything was ever done. We would be sent to a 
nutritionist, but that wouldn’t do anything. The nutritionist would be like, ‘Eat 
more’, and that’s not solving any of the problems. That’s doing nothing. 
Sarah further elaborated that this team culture was difficult for her to be around through 
her recovery. Often, Sarah found herself avoiding teammates who she believed were 
struggling with ED/DE; for example, she would eat dinner with the men’s team as 
opposed to the women’s team.  
 Further, she described her frustration towards teammates and coaches in regard to 
how ED/DE was or was not addressed. For example, when she saw teammates 
experiencing an ED/DE, but not dealing with the severe repercussions she had dealt with 
like chronic injury, she grew angry: “I think there's a part of me that selfishly was like, 
‘Oh, I've had six stress fractures. Like, you've had zero. Like why is this happening to me 
and not to everyone else?’” Additionally, Sarah found herself aggravated by the way 
coaches would not acknowledge an ED/DE with certain teammates: 
I thought it was really unfair that I was weighed, and I was told to get help 
because I was injured, and these people who were performing well never had 
anything said to them… I was forced to get help, but I was put in this situation 
because I was always injured and I looked thin, but some of these other people, it 
wasn’t addressed because they were performing well. 
 The Only Way to Recover. Given the team culture Sarah lived in, it is no 
surprise that it was not until after college that she was able to begin her ED recovery in 
full. She elaborated:  
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I think in maybe grad school or like senior year I finally got okay with like putting 
the blinders on just being like whatever. I don't care. But I think like the first 
couple of years I definitely like struggled having deep, and I mean those are 
people who can't have deep relationships either. You just see them really 
struggling mentally and so it was hard on both ends I think. 
Through graduate school, and after stepping away from running completely, Sarah began 
to mend her relationship with running, and is now back to competing semi-professionally 
as a trail/mountain running athlete. 
Section Two: Emergent Themes 
 The purpose of this study was to understand the experiences of being a cross 
country/track student-athlete within the NCAA who had experienced an eating disorder 
(ED) or disordered eating (DE). To explore these experiences, portraits of four female 
post-collegiate cross country and track runners were created for Mae, Laura, Eleanor, and 
Sarah. Portraits revealed each of these women’s journeys as they navigated their athletic 
and academic pursuits, the intersectionality of those roles, and the impact of experiencing 
ED/DE. Through an integration of coding and annotation, these portraits were analyzed 
in two phases. Initially, these unique stories were coded based on five categories: the 
overall story, the onset of ED/DE, relationships with others, personal emotions and 
feelings, and perspectives. In the following analysis, three very strong overarching 
themes emerged, each with a small set of sub-themes (see Table 2).  
 Each of these themes, as well as their sub-themes, may not seem complex, and 
may even seem somewhat obvious, but the depth of each is critical in understanding the 
experiences of this population, the complexity and contradictions of motivation, and the 
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seriousness of how overwhelming and detrimental ED/DE is. Through the extremely 
vulnerable content each participant shared, each of these themes will be explained in 
detail throughout the rest of this chapter.  
Table 2 
Emergent Themes 
Themes Sub Themes 
Becoming More Serious Internal Pressure 
 
External Pressure 





Support for Overcoming ED/DE 
 
Theme 1. Becoming More Serious 
 The first overarching theme in this research reflects the time in which participants 
became more serious about their running. In each portrait, this theme emerged as women 
began to take their running to a more competitive level, often prompted by their own 
personal internal pressure, or by external pressures set by others, and the coinciding surge 
of their ED symptoms or DE habits. Interestingly, at some point in their explanations, 
three of the four women used the word “serious” to describe this shift, whether it meant 
they were taking running itself more seriously as an athlete or reflecting on the way in 
which they became “too serious” about running: 
Mae: When I was more serious about really wanting to run and to do better… and 
I was like, wow, everyone’s doing core after practice in their dorms or they’re 
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going to cross train. And I was like, I should probably be doing that—I should be 
doing more so I can be better. 
Laura: I definitely took it way too seriously at times… It didn’t control [my 
teammates’] lifestyles the way that it did mine, and I think it was a really rough 
expectation of me to hope people treated their bodies and workouts and lives the 
way I did because I look back and think that wasn’t healthy for myself to expect 
that of someone else, it was just not appropriate. 
Eleanor: So, I just go more serious about running and then more health conscious 
in terms of what I ate. I was never trying to restrict or anything, I was just trying 
to eat health food.  
And while Sarah did not use the same exact language, she still had her own moment of 
becoming more serious:  
I think I just started swimming four hours a day and all a sudden it went downhill. 
It was like 5th or 6th grade and I don’t know if I was just all of a sudden more 
aware of what my mom was doing or I was putting more pressure on myself, but 
there was definitely some point where it just sort of flipped a switch in me and 
I’m just going to change what I’m eating. 
 After hearing this idea of becoming more serious in each initial interview, follow-
up was conducted on the subject in each participant’s second interview. Primarily, it was 
critical to understand how each participant defined it. When asked, participants had 
similar responses: 
Mae: Becoming more serious meant to me putting running first, before anything 
else, before relationships, or before school for the most part. I would skip class to 
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sleep or I would skip class to cross train and I didn’t care. It meant more to me to 
spend time getting more mileage or cross training or anything like that because 
that’s what I felt like I needed to do… I think there was just like a lot of 
restriction around that. Like just getting more serious, like not only just food but 
time to myself. It was more like if I’m sitting and doing nothing, I should be 
doing core, or I should be stretching, or my whole view of what I was doing in my 
life just kind of switched. 
Laura: My freshman year I think, like our inaugural track season, we were a tiny 
team. We had a lot to prove when we showed up to meets. I wanted us to be 
coordinated. I wanted us to be doing the same stretches. I wanted us to be like 
uniform and almost militant… And then personally, I just, I thought people who 
weren’t running as many miles as me during the week or not eating like me, they 
must not care or like. 
Eleanor: I mean for me, it’s like, running is the top priority, class is second. So, 
the ones who weren’t serious quit because—because [the team] built a culture. 
Running is the priority and if you’re not into that then don’t be on the team-type 
thing. So, we all were like okay, we’re going to get all of our runs in, get good 
sleep, maybe…  
Running, for these participants, became the top priority for them, and to be the best and 
to prioritize it first, it meant that they were to become more serious. Everything not 
running was put second, whether that was a team culture, or the individual perspective of 
the participant.  
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 Pressure. Beyond definition, of equal importance was understanding where these 
standards of being serious stemmed from. When asked directly, participants were unsure 
of where these standards came from for the most part. However, through further 
investigation and questioning, it was concluded that pressures stemmed from both 
internal and external ideals. In comprehending this under the overarching theme of 
becoming more serious, two sub-themes emerged. 
 Internal Pressures. For each participant, there came a point where they started to 
believe that they could be successful in running. In some capacity, each participant saw 
they had “potential”, or that they could be good, and with that, they chose to be more 
serious as an athlete. In Mae’s case, for example, the power of finding something she was 
progressing in was all the motivation she needed:  
Mae: You know, when you get that glimpse of, ‘Oh my God, I can be fast and like 
this is really exciting for me.’ In college especially I felt like I didn’t know what I 
wanted, and I didn’t feel like I was good at much of anything. But then like this 
moment happened where I was like, ‘Oh wow, I really want to run hard because I 
can do that and I know I can be good at it’, and so I would do like anything to be 
faster because that’s like I had control over that. It felt like, because it was the 
easiest thing for me to do, I guess.   
For Eleanor and Sarah, they found earlier on that they could progress with running: 
Eleanor: And then I started to make a lot of progress junior year and then I was 
like, ‘Okay, you know, maybe I am good enough to run in college.’ I started 
looking up times and... That’s when I started getting more serious about running.  
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Sarah: I’m a competitive person and I think going in and winning state cross 
country and beating a lot of people my freshman year, I thought, ‘Okay, maybe 
I’m good at this, I should just focus on this year round instead of trying to run and 
swim.’  So, I think eventually swimming just became, ‘Oh, I’ve done this for 5 or 
6 years, I’m not really getting any better. I don’t really know how much talent I 
have in that sport so I think I’m just going to run full time and see where that can 
take me. And at that point I was like, ‘Maybe I can run in college or get college 
funded.’ And that was freshman year, kind of had that flip in my head like, I’m 
better at this, I should put more time and energy into running. 
 External Pressures: Along with internal pressures, participants also felt pressure 
to be more serious or to be a certain caliber of runner based on expectations set by their 
coaches and teammates, as well as those set by society and the running community.  
For two participants, their coaches did not put expectations on them; however, for 
the other two, high standards were set, and in one case, heavily reinforced. In the case of 
Eleanor, she described her coach as pushing disordered eating, and though she had come 
out openly to him and her teammates about her struggles with ED, it did not stop him 
from creating a culture on his team that promoted unhealthy habits and a high standard of 
being the best runner possible. For example, Eleanor described a conversation between 
another teammate and her coach: “She asked, ‘How can I get faster?’ and he was like, 
‘Imagine if you had two 10-pound dumbbells and you just dropped them.’ I wanted to go 
to our AD after that.” This promotion of weight loss did not stop there though:  
He was talking about another team one year in the fall—just comparing us to 
other teams. And he was like, ‘Yeah, they only have like 4.5 good runner because 
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their fifth runner spent too much time in the dining hall.’ He said this in front of 
the whole team. I literally was like, ‘You can’t say things like that.’ And he said, 
‘Well, that’s what their coach told me’, and I was like, ‘You shouldn’t be 
repeating that.’ And then before our senior year in fall before our conference 
meet, he told two girls on the team to make sure she didn’t eat too much that week 
because we’re a team. And I took that heart, and then I didn’t eat that much. 
Eleanor explained that this pressure was enough to keep her on edge, and put her in an 
environment where she “could never fully recover” from her ED: “And so then I was 
more concerned with trying to look like a runner cuz I never thought I looked like a 
runner—like I was lean enough.”  
 Laura experienced similar pressures from her coach as he checked their food 
journals on a weekly basis and openly compared her and her teammates to each other:  
There was a lot of talk around diet, a lot of numbers thrown out… And he had us 
track our intake in our diaries, in each season. He would collect them at the end of 
the week, take a look at them, make notes in them… He would just do a lot of 
scrutinizing them and say like, ‘You’re probably a little heavy on the sugar or the 
carbs, you should probably eat more raw fruits and vegetables.’ He would pick 
them apart.  
Beyond simply diet, though, he also pushed his athletes with an unhealthy, elite-like 
mentality: 
When I was freshman, I had tendonitis in my Achilles, and our ATs are telling us, 
you know, ‘You should probably take it easy for 3-4 weeks’, and after 3-5 days, 
he had me out running 6-8 miles again. So, it was always just a huge push and—
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that kind of—he called it ‘old school’; I don’t think old school is a justification 
for anything. 
 In cases of these coaches, negative team cultures were created. For example, on 
Eleanor’s team, after one teammate lost weight, the other women stopped eating pasta, as 
it was noted as unhealthy. For Laura, she perceived her and her teammates as 
experiencing the same type of ED/DE symptoms, but they were simultaneously pinned 
against each other, making them unable to be a support system for each other when they 
needed it most.  
Furthermore, even without a coach setting the tone, team cultures around ED/DE 
still existed, be it a school-wide culture, or a running culture: 
Sarah: EDs at South University were a big problem... So, I think a lot people who 
were injured—we had a very high injury rate on our team because the team 
culture was everyone got salads at dinner, there were a lot of really thin people. I 
would venture to say that everyone in my class probably had an ED… I mean no 
one talked about it, I mean you could kind of talk about eating behind people’s 
backs sometimes, but I feel like at some point, everyone on the team had an ED. It 
was a really unhealthy culture… And so, we had two groups; we had the 800 
meter-focused and then we had long-distance. The long-distance girls, I feel like 
every single one at some point there had an ED. It was a constant test at dinner to 
see who could eat the least. And people were always looking for who was eating 
what and it was just really unhealthy, and I don’t think it was ever talked about. 
Mae: It was scary, it was like competitive. It’s you versus everyone else… [My 
teammates] were so good and just wanted to run fast and all they cared about was 
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out-performing everyone in every aspect. And I think that that’s what really set 
the tone at EMAU. 
 In understanding these external pressures derived from coaches and teammates, it 
left the question, “Who set the standard for these coaches and teammates?” Though there 
was no single answer, a few statements stood out in considering the answer to this 
question: 
Sarah: I mean especially in high school you just see a lot of thin runners doing 
really well. And I think that’s a big issue in high school and college and then post-
collegiate is when you start to see people break down, but I think that was 
definitely my mindset like, ‘Oh, I’m getting lighter and I have to be lighter 
because the extra weight will weigh me down.’ 
Eleanor: So, then I was more concerned with trying to look like a runner cuz I 
never thought I looked like a runner—like I was lean enough… So, that’s why I 
kinda kept it up through the summer, cuz I was like, Oh I think now I’m looking 
better now that I’m not eating as much… I mean I feel like I’ve always had this 
one runner’s body type in mind… Like I remember, ‘Oh, you can see her collar 
bones like really well.’ So, I would be like in class trying to see my collar 
bones—Like no muscle mass, no boobs… Which is kind of what I was going 
with. That was probably the first person that I saw. Like the first kind of role 
model of what I thought like a runner, like a fast runner.  
Laura: In high school, you look at the cross-country teams and it’s a bunch of 
lengthy, gangly girls, they’re running their butts off—and we’re already in an 
awkward stage in our bodies and I think there was just this… stigma. You look at 
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soccer players, there’s a stigma—and you look at long-distance runners, and the 
first thing you get stuck in your head is this really trim lanky person. 
In all three of these cases, the women had created a rationale of how they should 
look, or the weight they should obtain, believing that by meeting this standard, they 
would be taking running seriously and obtain the right body-type for their sport. In some 
instances, they simply became aware of this ideal along the way unbeknownst to where 
specifically, or they were part of teams led by coaches who promoted this or were 
surrounded by influential teammates who set the tone.  
Theme 2. Internal Conflict   
Throughout each portrait, participants discussed the idea that when they were 
experiencing their ED/DE, they believed that they were doing the right thing; that by 
practicing DE habits or exhibiting ED symptoms would lead to their success in running. 
By taking control of their exercise and diet, they felt in control, and when the felt in 
control, they found confidence in themselves. However, in each of these cases, the 
participants also explained that they were unhappy, felt isolated, and that this lifestyle 
was not sustainable. These contradicting feelings led to the second overarching theme, 
internal conflict.  
Internal conflict manifested itself in various forms, though in all cases, there was 
some sort of contradiction in the way participants perceived themselves, their behaviors, 
or the impact their ED/DE had. For example, Mae described her last semester in college 
as both happy and unsustainable: 
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I think during that time I thought I was enjoying everything that was happening, 
but in reality, it was just focusing on, ya know, every minute of every day. Like I 
don’t know how, I was so tired… I couldn’t imagine doing that right now. 
Similar to this type of internal conflict, Laura described how she managed her DE: 
Laura: You’re just thinking about numbers and you’re thinking about—that’s it… 
I had trouble focusing because of these obsessive behaviors. And I’m trying to 
enjoy my time with these like 20 people in the room, and I’m still only thinking 
about what I still have to do and being able to fit your habits, like your unhealthy 
habits, around a pretty normal social situation. And how not to look like a weirdo 
doing it.  
Laura exhibited an awareness of how her behavior impacted her, and how she could not 
separate from her obsessive thoughts even in social situations, though being aware of this 
did not generate change.  
Control. Within the scope of internal conflict, the data yielded the sub-theme, 
control. While the reason for this need for control varied amongst participants, it 
manifested in very similar ways. For Mae, she expressed the feeling of indirection in her 
life; however, when she decided to be more serious about her running, she was able to 
create a feeling of control: 
Just every decision I made, like how is this going to affect this, this and this. So, I 
don’t know, a lot of people would go out for like trivia on Tuesday or Thursday, 
whatever night that was. And I chose to not go ever because I needed the sleep or 
like I had worked scheduled over that or like how would this affect my running? 
… Like my whole day revolved around [running]… I think the time that I had the 
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most control and even like thinking about this, like I didn’t have control, but it felt 
like I did was when I was at in my summer internship. 
Of course, the contradicting component of Mae’s control was the very fact that she did 
not have control. The anxiety and the intense pressure she, and in many cases her 
boyfriend, put on her yielded intense feelings of being out of control. When her she 
veered away from her schedule, she stated that “everything would fall apart”. The same 
occurred when she would not be able to fulfill her daily exercise amount, or if she had a 
“bad day” of eating: 
I would also keep a note of like how many cross-training minutes I had, how 
many core minutes I had, and how many of this, like how much I lifted at the 
bottom of each week. So, if I didn’t hit or exceed the week before, it was like, 
‘Next week needs to go up, we need to do better. Nothing else matters except for 
this.’… And it wouldn’t matter, like even if I had a good race, it didn’t matter 
because I didn’t get the cross-training miles, or I didn’t get as much core… I think 
that was a constant—like no week was good, ever, because I always fucked 
something up.  
 Similarly, the need for control was prominent in the other participants as well: 
Laura: I’m admittedly a control freak. I like being able to depend on myself 
primarily for my outcomes. So, I think a sport that catered to my need that I could 
be in control of the outcome, is really what I liked. 
Sarah: So, I’m suddenly in this environment where like an ED’s normal and 
eating very little is normal… And I was working out all the time and putting two 
and two together like, ‘If I’m lighter, I’ll go faster,’ but I feel like a lot of that part 
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of it was just… environmental and like me kind of coping with not getting a lot of 
attention… And having control over something in my life because I didn’t really 
have parents who were involved in my life. Um… and not a lot of family help. 
And honestly, a lot of my ED was when I won nationals as a junior in high school 
and was just very—it went out of control after that… I was running really well, 
just kept eating less and less so restricting a lot. And by the time I got to college, I 
was a pretty big mess. 
Even when not directly stated, the need for control was apparent in Eleanor’s life, as 
well:  
Eleanor: I had some OCD tendencies; I’m like a big math person and I would just 
like count things, and I would just take two bites at a time, or a certain amount of 
sips of water, or at night do pushups and I would like have to do the same amount 
or more every night. 
 In some capacity, each participant acknowledged the negative impact of trying to 
maintain this intense level of control over their running, their diets, or their schedules, yet 
they continued pursuing it regardless. Eleanor stated, for instance, after discussing her 
progression in addressing her ED, “For the rest of my college career, I stayed at a healthy 
weight. But my relationship with food wasn’t healthy.” Further, Laura explained the pure 
exhaustion she felt in maintaining control, and the effort she made to fight it off:  
I was starting to feel slow and sluggish and burnt out and exhausted and… Yeah, I 
definitely felt like I would have these benchmarks met and go through these 
periods of just continued exhaustion… It was like all the energy I could muster 
that day would be dedicated that day to practice. And if I couldn’t, I couldn’t 
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provide an excellent practice or a good race, I would get word of it from my 
coach. So, it was like I would do anything I could just to devote everything I had 
towards running… Eventually, I totally saw my times declined, my performances 
declined, and then by the end of my junior year, I think that grit wasn’t so much 
there anymore. 
 Reinforcement. As each participant described their need for control, they also 
described what kept them motivated, despite moments where they doubted their 
behaviors or felt too exhausted to keep going. Primarily, this impulse to continue on was 
driven by self-reinforcement, or occasionally in combination with reinforcement from 
others. To understand this sub-theme, it is critical to consider how participants perceived 
and defined “rewards”. Overall, rewards included improvements in performance, a 
decrease in weight, and acknowledgment or validation from others. Unfortunately, 
though, reinforcement was not always positive. In some cases, reinforcement of ED/DE 
behavior was exacerbated from criticism from coaches, injury, or poor performances. 
Often, these conflicting reinforcement types would coincide, possibly leading to further 
feelings of internal conflict.  
 For Mae, she had lost approximately ten pounds during the summer of her 
internship before her last year at CPU. When she shared pictures of herself through social 
media to her teammates, they showered her in compliments: “I remember a teammate 
texting me like, ‘You look so good! What are you doing? How is your training going?’” 
When asked how that made her feel, she responded, “Good, I was super stoked. Another 
teammate was like, ‘You look amazing, your core looks so good.’ And I was like,’ 
Thanks, man, it’s going great.’” At this time, Mae was pleased with herself. She 
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explained that she felt extremely in control during that summer, maintaining the diet she 
thought was best while also maintaining productive training. However, while her 
teammates showered her with compliments, providing her a sense of confidence in her 
goal of being a great runner, she was also met with negative feedback from her boyfriend, 
who was also acting as her coach: 
Right before I came back, I was like, ‘Hey, I weigh this much, this is so exciting!’ 
And he was like, ‘Yeah, but know that when you come back, you’re going to gain 
all that weight back… This is what’s going to happen if you let this happen to 
yourself.’ And I was like, ‘Fuck.’ 
For a while after this conflicting feedback was presented to Mae, she continued her 
ED/DE behaviors, as she was motivated to keep improving. By continuing these habits, 
she would find herself by the desire to obtain more validation that what she was doing 
was working, while also proving to her boyfriend that she could maintain her progress.  
Laura experienced similar conflicting feedback from her coach, which she 
explained to leave her feeling both positive and negative:  
It’s like the negative feedback makes you want to try harder, and the encouraging 
feedback, where you finally get the validation that what you’ve been doing is 
working. That’s like three times the amount of motivation because you’re like, 
“Finally!” He wasn’t one to compliment. After a great race, you could have hit a 
PR, and it was never quite good enough, so to hear a compliment, I really do think 
he used it strategically. 
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 Feedback did not necessarily come from coaches or teammates. In fact, Sarah 
explained that running in itself gave her positive feedback as a result of being able to put 
in the work:  
I never got positive feedback, so I just needed positive feedback. And I felt like 
being able to control my eating could provide positive feedback from running 
because I knew it was something I could control… And I feel like the root of my 
issue really stemmed from never having a supportive environment and like, 
positive reinforcement from anyone in my childhood growing up. 
Noteworthy is that each of these women used, and in some cases, still use running 
as a means to feeling confident, even when it did or has also tortured them. Running 
provided a “black and white” way to measure success, allowed each to see themselves 
progressing in their lives, and provided a sense of purpose. It is important, however, to 
view how each described why they chose running, or why they continued to compete 
despite it wearing them down mentally and physically: 
Mae: I think it’s been like the most consistent thing in my life. Like out of any 
relationship or person or car or whatever… It’s been there since high school, 
which is pretty cool. It’s sentimental to me now just like seeing that progression 
as a runner and as a person. Like I think it was very interconnected for me. Um, in 
high school it’s definitely more fun and it was just like a childhood thing… but in 
college I think it made that switch to more of like this fun childhood, like freedom 
to like, I need to do this cause I want to compete well and I want to win or I want 
to try to run fast. Like it wasn’t like just fun anymore. It was, there was another 
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component, like yes it was fun and yes it was fun to run fast and to feel strong and 
that, but it also had this secondary component where it’s like, you need to do this. 
Laura: I feel like four or five years ago I would’ve told you it was probably an 
outlet to better myself. And it was an opportunity for me to become a better 
athlete. And that’s my like stage answer. That’s probably not my completely 
honest answer, right… Today, running is an outlet and that’s an honest answer… 
How I view it, it’s just something I can do to honor my body. My world doesn’t 
revolve around it the way it used to. 
Eleanor: I identify as a runner because I feel like that is my purpose in life… Not 
that I feel like I was called to do it, but I feel like that’s where I want to focus all 
of my attention and efforts to just be the best runner that I could be… I just really 
love pushing myself, just seeing like what my body can do, like trying to reach its 
limits 
Sarah: I love running, I love competing… Like just the feeling of being out in 
nature with no one else around. And just having that time to myself cause I think I 
still am a very introverted person, so I run with people on weekends, but like I 
tend to run by myself during the week and it’s my time to be selfish and to 
destress and to like not listen to people talk at me all day and it’s just, you know, 
what, the two hours of the day that I really love and I enjoy… And when that’s 
taken away, I’m a miserable person… And the day I stop loving it, I will stop 
running. But I think I love that piece of it and I do love competing and pushing 
my body and seeing where I can go with that.  
Theme 3. Support 
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 The final overarching theme derived from the data was the idea of support, and in 
some cases, lack thereof. Each participant described the varying levels of emotional 
and/or mental support they had throughout their time in college, and how it did or did not 
impact their ED/DE, and their eventual path to recovery. 
 Isolation. In each portrait, participants showed feelings of isolation and/or 
loneliness within their ED/DE. In some cases, this feeling felt foreign, as feeling alone 
and to oneself was not their normed personality. For example, Laura explained: 
I went from a relatively social person to being a hermit. And the crappy part is I 
think a lot of us shared the same—a lot of us were going through it together, but 
we secluded ourselves… You feel lonely in it… It’s like you can be surrounded 
by people, like you can be in a huge room full of people, but everything’s [in my 
head].  
Eleanor further shared: “It was kind of frustrating and lonely… I just didn’t know how 
anyone could help me to get over it.” Similarly, Mae explained that when her life became 
chaotic and her ED was at one of its highest points, she further isolated herself from her 
teammates and friends.   
This self-inflicted isolation appeared to be a reaction to the distraction each 
ED/DE experience became as it manifested in different ways. For Laura, she explained 
how her ED/DE prevented her from being a part of family events, or experiencing food 
with her boyfriend, and that it made her feel ashamed and like she was always keeping a 
secret:  
It was incredibly distracting. I just devoted too much energy, and I was 
exhausted… I’m naturally a defensive person unfortunately—I’m trying to get 
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better about it, but when people point out a habit or what I was eating, I would 
snap. I would become aggressive… I couldn’t go out on a date with my boyfriend 
comfortably—we’ve been together six years now. I would say—probably the first 
three or even four years I wouldn’t want to share food with him because I had 
already logged it in my fitness pal. And I’d already decided—it was again, very 
controlling and obsessive. And my family, it’s really hard to hide it from your 
family when you know you’re home on breaks and you know, you’re eating meals 
together and watching me be avoidant and look sad and anxious anytime it comes 
to mealtime or we’re going out. Or for being home for Christmas dinner and 
people are watching put green beans on your plate and hide in the bathroom… 
You know, it’s disruptive, it stops conversation, it makes them worried. You 
know, they’re less concerned about enjoying your company and more concerned 
about your health. And when people pointed out weight loss, and pointed out 
habits, I became very angry and defensive and I put a wall between us. I stopped 
telling them things. I was very secretive and all they were was worried. And I 
kept thinking they’re trying to sabotage me. They’re trying to put a wedge 
between me and my goals. And it was how I viewed it almost entirely through 
college… So, it certainly impacted my relationships… And again, it was just a 
pattern of hiding and trying to restrict without raising any red flags.  
 Furthermore, Sarah explained that her ED prevented her from sustaining deep 
conversation and relationships, at least not until she was in recovery: 
But I feel like I really isolated myself and just… like I couldn’t hold the best 
conversation… I don’t think I could really have deep relationships with anyone. I 
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think I did date like one or two people very briefly in high school, but I don’t 
think I really noticed that was an issue until I got to college and I think a little bit 
of that is related to the eating disorder… I think as I started to fuel my body and 
like work through some of those other mental barriers and like a trauma that I 
dealt with in high school, in college, I think I started to really develop the deep 
relationships.  
 In times when these participants needed support the most, they more often shut 
down instead of reaching out to someone for help. In all four cases, the women did not 
necessarily realize in the moment just how alone they were. Sarah, for example, did not 
make the connection of her inability to hold deep and meaningful conversations until she 
began recovering and realized she needed to be less of her “friends’ therapist” and more 
of the one speaking. Mae also began to show isolating habits as her world fell apart, 
while Laura distanced herself from her teammates, her boyfriend, and her family.  
 Support for Overcoming ED/DE. While the sub-theme, isolation, represents a 
lack of support, most often as a result of the participant isolating themselves, it is 
noteworthy that there were support systems in some capacity for each of the participants. 
In some cases, these support systems generated a positive impact, as they helped the 
participant manage their ED/DE or begin their recovery journey. On the other hand, there 
were also instances when support systems were present, but only haphazardly.   
 For Laura, though her coach was not a source of support, she did seek other 
options. When starting therapy, for example, she explained that she would be “avoidant” 
of anything that had to do with her DE: “I was just in a constant mode of hiding things, 
and brushing things off, and avoiding people.” By the time Laura was finishing her junior 
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year, however, she hit a breaking point of being avoidant, which impacted both her as an 
individual, and as an athlete:  
I wasn’t getting the support I needed and by the end of my track and field season 
spring of 2016, I was worn out. And yeah, I tried training that summer and I had 
continued therapy throughout those couple of years and… For the first time in my 
life, after about four and a half, almost five years kind of struggling with this 
silently, I started confiding in people, and I think I felt less alone. 
One of those people was her boyfriend, who played the most significant role in her 
journey. 
Laura explained that when they first started dating, her boyfriend had picked up on her 
DE habits, though was never judgmental: 
I think at first you feel caught and defensive and you just feel like really, really 
trapped and then you’re worried that they’re going to intervene in some way and 
start trying to fix you or help you… Anytime he would express concern or be 
suggestive of fixing a habit or eating more, or like if I wanted to get up and go to 
the bathroom immediately after a meal, he would try to get me to sit down and 
like, not stop me, but just say like, ‘Let’s talk through it and try to understand this 
feeling.’ And I would always get so angry, like he was trying to again, sabotage 
my goals… I wasn’t kind to him during that time. I felt like I’d been found out 
and someone was trying to stop me… And after probably several weeks, maybe a 
couple of months of being that like, still very guarded and trying to still be 
secretive, we learned how to, I think, cohabitate with my habits—him not 
enabling or like encouraging it, but just still being patient with me… So, I was 
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appreciative of someone who stuck by me for literally, I mean, we’ve been 
together six years and he, he sees me fall back into habits or patterns sometimes. 
And he’s never forceful. He never tries to like stop things… I always wonder 
would I have progressed had I not had someone take interest in me and want to 
help me? 
Laura’s boyfriend was key in her life with ED/DE; both during and on her journey to 
recovery: 
My boyfriend was incredibly supportive, and he waited for me from start to finish 
for a lot of my therapy appointments… I don’t know if it would have continued if 
he hadn’t been so encouraging and pushed me to see professional help.  
 Eleanor found support primarily in her parents as she became aware of how out of 
control her ED had become. During her freshman year pre-season, she initially reached 
out to parents one evening because she believed she had eaten too much at dinner. While 
this initial step for help was unsuccessful, as her parents did not understand the 
significance in her concern, it was not long until they understood the severity of 
Eleanor’s ED. Eleanor recalled the end of her cross country season, as her mom realized 
she looked “really frail”. Her mom would go on to stay with her and ensure she was 
connecting to the right people for help. When the following summer came along, and 
Eleanor had not been able to recover in the way she wanted, she went home in hopes of 
being able to relax and be with her support system: 
I was very homesick, and my parents were like, ‘We want you home, too, we 
think that’ll actually help.’ I didn’t see a psychologist or psychiatrist at home, but 
I was able to gain the weight back just by being home… I would go to work early 
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in the morning and [my mom] would make my breakfast for me, and my lunch 
and like… I ate it all and everything. So, she made sure that I was really on top of 
it, and I was okay with that. I didn’t feel like she was overbearing or anything. 
Along with her parents, Eleanor also stated that despite an ED culture, her teammates 
were supportive when she came out to them: 
They said, ‘Yeah, we’ll help in anyway, just let us know how you want us to help, 
we don’t want to be too overbearing.’… I felt like I could always be open and 
honest. I’d say more with my class.  
 While Laura and Eleanor found critical support in their loved ones, this was not 
necessarily the case for Sarah. As she separated herself from her family upon the 
realization of her ED, her support system became more of those individuals who were 
pushing her, and in some ways, forcing her to seek help. After realizing she had never 
had a period, on top of various injuries, Sarah described her experience: 
I remember I got onto campus freshman year and all of a sudden I had hamstring 
tendinitis, and that’s when they were like, ‘You need to get your period. We’re 
going to get you a chronology test and like, do the whole gamut. Like test your 
bone density.’ And that fall was kind of a real wake up call. I got a DEXA scan 
and I had osteoporosis. And my hormones were really low and the only thing they 
could trace it back to was—it was obvious my weight was really low… There was 
nothing that was wrong with my hormones other than that I just didn’t have 
enough body fat. The osteoporosis thing was kind of a wakeup call. And my 
coach—every time he brought it up, like he brought up my ED, I would just start 
bawling and I think that’s when I finally started accepting that it was a problem… 
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And after we got those tests back, my coach told me, ‘You need to see a therapist, 
a psychologist, or we’re going to kick you off the team.’ 
This ultimatum was extremely impactful on Sarah, as she was forced to address an issue 
that she was almost completely unaware of until this point in her life. She further 
elaborated this time: 
Traumatizing. I mean, you’re learning all of this about yourself and being told 
you need to go to a therapist or consider going to therapy to work through some of 
these issues. I kind of feel like I finally realized, ‘Oh shit, I’ve been in this hole 
for 8 years and haven’t realized anything was wrong. No one’s ever said anything 
to me. 
Though Sarah described this support as extreme, it also prompted her to seek help when 
perhaps she needed it the most. By doing so, she took ownership of her ED and was able 
to begin her journey to recovery.  
Summary 
 This chapter had two primary purposes: The first section showed individual 
portraits of each participant’s experiences of having an ED/DE as an NCAA student-
athlete. Following Lyman, Lazaridou, and Stachan’s (2012) four dimensions of critical 
evocative portraiture: conception, structure, form and cohesion, each story was presented. 
The second section presented and discussed the three overarching themes, with 
coinciding sub-themes, that emerged from the data analysis: Becoming More Serious, 
Internal Conflict, and Support. These themes were derived by integrating critical 
evocative portraiture and criticism and connoisseurship (Eisner, 1976; Uhrmacher, 
Moroye, Flinders, 2016).  
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 The following chapter presents a discussion of the three themes, how these 
themes answer the research question and sub-questions, recommendation for the NCAA, 
recommendations for future research, and limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION 
 The overall purpose of this study was to explore the experiences of being a 
female, National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) student-athlete with an eating 
disorder (ED) or disordered eating (DE), specifically those who participated in cross 
country and track. By using qualitative methods, the intention was to better understand 
the various factors of these experiences through a deep dive into the personal stories of 
each individual, including understanding how ED/DE manifested itself, how it may or 
may not have impacted the individual’s performances academically and athletically, and 
the impact it may or may not have had on the individual’s relationships with various 
groups of people in their lives.  
 One overarching research question guided this study: What are the experiences 
of female, NCAA student-athletes with eating disorders or disordered eating? To 
answer this question, three sub-questions were created in consideration of the various 
components of the participants’ lives, as opposed to a clinical-only or athlete-only 
perspective like much of the research in this field.  
Question 1: From the student-athlete perspective, how did having an eating 
disorder/disordered eating impact the student-athlete’s academic pursuit, if at all? 
Research has shown that student-athletes spend approximately 20 to 40 hours a week on 
their sport, including practices, rehabilitation, competition, and travel (Moltz, 2011), 
while also taking full-time classes. Most universities suggest that enrolling in a 12-credit 
course load equates to 12 hours a week in class, plus an additional recommended 24-36 
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hours a week studying (University of Michigan-Flint, 2018). Considering this standard, 
as well as the typical number of hours spent being an athlete, NCAA student-athletes 
should be tracking, at least 56 hours, and up to 98 hours a week to their academic and 
athletic lives. On paper, and when following this data and university recommendation, a 
student-athlete is working the same number of hours as a full-time job, and sometimes, 
two full-time jobs.  
In consideration to the heavy load of being a student and an athlete, and in 
understanding the prioritization of sport for each of these women, it is no surprise that 
academics often took a back seat. Interestingly, it did not matter what NCAA division the 
participant was associated with, when they described their relationship to school work, 
each woman explained that it was not their priority, that they were often rushed to 
complete their work, that they would skip classes to get in extra runs, more cross training, 
or added sleep, and that when they were in class, they would often be consumed with 
calculating their exercise and diet. Noteworthy, when interpreting any division 
difference, the Division III participant said some of her teammates did not emphasize 
running like she had, and that when they left practice, that was it. For Laura, however, 
due to her “serious” approach to running, she put anything related to it first and 
academics after.  
Academics only seemed to become the prioritization for two participants, both as 
they decided to not prioritize running. For one of the Division I participants, Sarah, it was 
only after continuous disappointment from being unable to run due to injury that she 
decided she would re-focus her attention on academics. Laura also found herself 
refocusing on school once she left her team her senior year. Further, it was not until after 
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her time in college ended that Mae reflected on her time in college with regret that she 
had not put more time into her courses. Instead of building relationships with professors, 
for example, Mae explained a number of times that she simply put running first, 
completely distracted from considering her future. Interestingly, however, and despite a 
lack of prioritization of academics, each participant maintained a cumulative GPA of 3.2 
to 3.7 through graduation of their university. This is on target for average, if not above 
average, GPAs reported in NCAA student-athletes (e.g., Bulowski, 2010).  
Question 2: From the student-athlete perspective, how did having an eating 
disorder/disordered eating impact the student-athlete’s athletic pursuit, if at all? 
There is a great deal of research in understanding the physical impact ED/DE can have on 
the body. For example, researchers defined the Female Athlete Triad, which encompasses 
the interrelationships among energy availability, menstrual function, and bone mineral 
density (Nattiv et al., 2007). This is also the primary tool used to observe and detect 
ED/DE in NCAA student-athletes (Brown, 2014). In the case of Sarah, the symptoms of 
her ED were in perfect alignment with the Female Athlete Triad. By the time she entered 
her freshman year in college at the age of 18, she had never had a period, was diagnosed 
with osteoporosis, and was observably underweight. The impact of maintaining an ED for 
this long was extremely detrimental to Sarah collegiate running career; so much so that it 
almost was non-existent. Stricken with injury after injury, Sarah spent the majority of her 
collegiate career sidelined, and when she could compete, she explained that she was 
unable to feel like herself.  
 While the other participants were not as severely impacted in terms of physical 
health, each of them suffered from some sort of physical ailment regardless. In each case, 
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there was at least one overuse injury that caused them an inability to run for a period of 
time. Additionally, each participant explained the pure physical exhaustion at some point 
during their collegiate careers, which they attributed to their ED/DE. This exhaustion also 
came in the form of mental exhaustion, and often, some form of burnout (Maslach et al., 
2001; Shirom & Melamed, 2006). Though the research is still limited, this mental 
exhaustion is not unexpected given Arthur-Cameselle, Sossin, and Quatromoni’s (2017) 
work, which found the impact of high levels of performance pressure to be related to 
ED/DE.  
  Overall, some combination of physical and mental exhaustion, as a result of their 
ED/DE, lead to the demise of the participants’ running careers. For Eleanor, by the time 
she had reached the end of her freshman year, she had also burnt out and found her 
performances dwindling. This same feeling of being burnt out continued through the 
remainder of her running career, which she attributed primarily to her continued ED/DE 
symptoms. As for Mae and Laura, they both found themselves hitting a wall by the time 
they were close to, or were actually graduating. While Laura decided to leave her team 
completely, Mae pushed through her final semesters, though not without breaking down 
emotionally, and having to take at least a few days off of running to get by. Though she 
was satisfied in part with her final performances, she reflected in our interviews that she 
was unsure if she was ever truly happy. Finally, it is important to note that three of the 
four participants stepped away from running completely during some portion of their 
recovery. Though Sarah eventually found herself competing again, the relationship was 
forever changed for Mae and Laura. Laura continues to run today, though not with a 
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sliver of the same intensity as she once did, while Mae has continued to struggle on and 
off with her relationship to it; though she overall still finds joy in it.  
Question 3: From the student-athlete perspective, how were personal 
relationships, including those with coaches, teammates, family, and friends, 
impacted, if at all? Examining the unique, yet similar portraits in terms of how ED/DE 
impacted the participants’ relationships with people was critical. Without a doubt, each 
participant experienced some level of impact as a result of their ED/DE, however, they 
were unique in that there was variation of who was impacted. Because of the depth of 
data derived from this study, this sub-question will be broken down into each relationship 
type.  
Coaches 
 The relationship between coach and athlete showed equally positive as negative. 
For Sarah, without her coaches’ extreme push for her to seek help for her ED, it is 
uncertain how much longer she would have been able to keep sustaining both mentally 
and physically. While this was helpful in the long run, the relationship with Sarah and her 
coaches did not seem to be particularly positive or negative overall.  
While at her first university, Mae was unhappy with her coach who often 
favorited his best athletes and was aloof otherwise. However, after transferring, she 
experienced a positive relationship with her coach, one in which she repeatedly explained 
she was grateful for. Mae’s coach to athlete relationship was interesting, however, in that 
her boyfriend was secretly coaching her as well. In fact, for at least half of her time at her 
second school, he was the one leading her coaching. The relationship was complex, and 
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not relevant to the research question in full, but it is noteworthy that Mae’s ED/DE was 
exacerbated, if not completely stemming from this secret coach-athlete relationship.  
For both Laura and Eleanor, their relationship with their coaches was problematic. 
In the case of Laura, her coach, similar to Mae’s boyfriend, had been a negative influence 
in her ED. Though originally excited to run for this coach, by the time Laura was in her 
junior year, she came to despise him and felt one of the only ways she could really 
consider recovery, was to leave the team, but mostly his coaching. Eleanor had caught 
her ED early on in her collegiate career, and after confronting her coach, their 
relationship only seemed to worsen. Due to his constant outward criticizing and 
commenting of other female runners’ bodies, both on his team and of others, Eleanor was 
unable to feel comfortable with her coach. Further, in her description of their relationship, 
it is difficult to ignore the possibility that he seemed to be irritated with Eleanor once she 
came forward. This is a critical component to understand in the experience of student-
athletes with ED/DE, which little to no research addresses. Collectively, in each of these 
cases, the coach was negatively impacting the way the participant could or could not 
address their ED/DE. Instead of providing support for these struggling women, their 
coaches did the opposite.  
Teammates and Friends 
 The relationship of teammates and friends is combined here, as in each case, these 
roles were shared. That is, often the participants’ closest friends were also teammates, 
and in each case, their ED/DE impacted their relationships, both positively and 
negatively. When participants reached out to their teammates regarding their ED/DE, 
they were usually met with support and understanding. For example, when Eleanor came 
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out to her teammates about her struggles with her ED, they met her with kindness, 
offering to help in anyway. In some ways, there was a level of understanding, and often 
relatability if and when the participants chose to tell their teammates of their struggled. 
Further, participants often relied on one or two close friendships, in some cases bonding 
over the struggles of their ED/DE. 
Contrarily, at some point, each participant also described the intense feeling of 
isolation they experienced due to their ED/DE. This isolation, mostly induced by their 
own doing, created direct space between the participant and their teammates. Generally, 
there were two causes for this: Participants explained that they were so wrapped up in 
their ED/DE that they could not be fully present when with their teams, and/or the culture 
of the team regarding ED/DE was too difficult to be around. In the latter, participants 
often felt uncomfortable with their teammates, who were often roommates as well, 
stopped going to team dinners due to the competitive nature of comparing what one 
teammate would be eating versus another, and in some cases, stopped running with their 
teammates completely. This theme reflects data from Arthur-Cameselle et al. (2018), 
which noted “Hurtful Peer Modelling” which interferes with a path to recovery. 
Specifically, participating on a team where the environment is consumed by weight or 
body-image becomes motivation to continue ED/DE behaviors, while also being a 
hindering factor in trying to overcome ED/DE. 
Family 
 For three of the four participants, they did not inform their families that they were 
ever experiencing an ED/DE. Partially, this was due to the dynamic of their relationships, 
but it was also in part because of the secretive nature of ED/DE. Mae, for example, 
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explained that she just did not have the relationship to share this information about 
herself. However, when did visit home, the anxiety of her ED/DE caused tension between 
her and her mother, in particular. Likewise, Laura explained that her family likely started 
noticing her ED/DE due to her “sad and anxious” demeanor when it ever it came to 
mealtime. Her ED/DE was “disruptive” to simply being with her family; when people 
pointed out her weight, she would become angry and defensive.  
 Sarah’s own acknowledgement of her ED similarly prompted strain between 
herself and her family. This strain was primarily derived from a resentment towards 
them, her mom specifically, for never helping her see her ED prior to her realization in 
college. Although Sarah began her journey of recovery early on in her collegiate career, 
facing her ED head on prompted her to be avoidant of her family; so much so, that she 
did not go back home to visit family for the first three years she was away.  
 Eleanor’s relationship with her family did not appear to be negatively impacted by 
her ED/DE. If anything, it possibly bonded their relationship more, as Eleanor relied 
heavily on them when trying to gain weight in the summer between her freshman and 
sophomore year, and continuously through her recovery journey.  
It is important to note the similarity of examining friends and teammates versus 
families, as the impact on participants could be both positive and negative. The 
difference, however, was that family members did not influence the participants to 
practice ED/DE behaviors as opposed to friends and teammates. Rather, family was 
perceived as either trying to stop the behaviors (Laura’s case), or the participant felt 
resentment that they had not been more helpful in addressing it earlier on (Sarah’s case). 
This conflicting data reflects themes derived from Arthur-Cameselle et al.’s (2018) work, 
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as in some cases family was seen as a helpful factor in recovery of ED/DE, while it also 
could be a hindering factor. 
Discussion 
 The overall purpose of this study was to understand the experience of having an 
ED/DE while competing as a female, NCAA student-athlete. Rather than focusing on 
quantitative analyses of clinical diagnoses, type of sport most impacted, or prevalence, 
this study aimed to understand the human-aspect of this issue. Utilizing qualitative 
analysis, portraits were developed to present the various, and quite often, complex 
emotions associated with ED/DE, including the direct impact it had on their lives as 
students, as athletes, and as young adults. These experiences were unique, and yet 
strikingly similar as each young woman pushed themselves to their limits in order to find 
success in running.  
 This study was led by the overarching question: What are the experiences of 
female, NCAA student-athletes with eating disorders or disordered eating? To best 
address the full experience, it is important to understand, first and foremost, that running, 
along with competing, was the priority and driving force for each participant. That is, 
running came first while everything else in their lives came after. This is not necessarily 
abnormal for collegiate athletes, especially those with added pressures to perform well 
enough to maintain scholarship or who aim to pursue professional athletics after 
graduation, but this was not really the case for any of these women. In fact, Sarah was the 
only participant on a full scholarship, and yet the intensity of each of these women to 
perform well was very comparable.  
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To understand how this intense prioritization of running came to be, it is 
important to consider the first overarching theme on two levels: the definition of what it 
means to Become More Serious, in addition to the decision to do so. Each of the 
participants described being a more serious runner as putting more, and often all, of their 
energy into running. This included running extra miles, doing extra cross training, 
ensuring they did strength training consistently, and being more “health conscious”. In 
conjunction, was the shared idea of what it meant to have the ideal runner’s body, which 
was described as long and lean, someone with minimal body fat, and being thin enough 
to see one’s collar bone. Oddly enough, even though there was no one specific example 
of where this ideal body type came from or who specifically even obtained it (i.e., a 
professional runner), it was somehow acknowledged that this was indeed the ideal. In 
some cases, participants attributed their perception to the culture within the running 
community, how it is promoted, and how it is shown on social media. Ironically though, 
participants also noted that it was abnormal to see professional runners as thin as they 
believed they personally should be.  
It is critical to acknowledge this from a feminist lens, which highlights societal 
factors and gender beliefs specific to Western culture (Borowsky et al., 2016). 
Specifically, it is clear that at some point in their development, participants of this study 
learned, perhaps subliminally, the ideal standards of what they should look like as a 
woman, and more so, what they should look like to be successful in running. 
Objectification theory explains that women are taught to view themselves as an outside 
observer would see them, which often leads them to constantly monitor their bodies, 
shame themselves, create anxiety, and cause disordered eating (Fredrickson & Roberts, 
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1997). This theory applies directly to the participants’ experiences. That is, each found 
themselves in a constant mode of self-evaluating their bodies, and believed that by 
controlling their exercise and diets at such extreme levels, they would obtain the ideal 
runner’s body, in addition to reaching their performance goals (McKinley & Hyde, 1996; 
Smolak & Piran, 2012). Collectively, this not only furthers the undeniable argument that 
women are disproportionately affected by body image in general, but that there is an even 
more specific version of ideal body within the culture of running, even though it is 
predominantly inconsistent with successful female runners.  
 With this shared idea of what it meant to be more serious, each woman reached a 
point where they took the leap of doing so. It is important to acknowledge that the cause 
ED/DE in general have been associated with biopsychosocial influences, including the 
interaction of environmental factors and the expression of genetic risk factors (Culbert et 
al., 2015). This study, of course, did not dive into these very specific causes; however, 
data revealed at least surface level reasons. In the case of Sarah, there was a very obvious 
connection, which she herself recognized, between her upbringing and her own ED. Her 
mom struggled, and continues to struggle, with an ongoing ED which began before Sarah 
was born. Sarah explained that growing up in the environment showed her extremely 
restrictive habits with food that were unknowingly abnormal. Further, other family 
stressors, like an absent father-figure, impacted Sarah in such a way that she found 
herself unknowingly picking up on ED habits. By the time she was in the sixth grade, her 
ED was in full swing.  
While the other three cases were not as clearly stated as the above, there were still 
observable factors that may have impacted the onset of their ED/DE. For example, in all 
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four cases, there was a type of instant gratification that running brought to them. One 
participant described that running was linear; that one could put in a certain amount of 
work, and then they would see results in their performances or by the way their bodies 
looked. With this instant gratification, these women found motivation to work hard so 
that they would feel good about themselves. Mae, for instance, expressed the feeling that 
she got as a result of running as opposed to the rest of her life (e.g., academics), where 
she felt lost and confused. This feeling of control over her life made becoming a more 
serious runner an easy decision. Similarly, for some reason or another, this same need for 
control was apparent in each of the participants’ stories, pushing them to pursue possibly 
the one thing in their lives that brought them joy and satisfaction—running.  
The ironic aspect of understanding this desire to be more serious, to dive into 
running in order to gain a sense of power and control in their lives, is that it was met with 
immense struggle and heartbreak. This is where the second, and perhaps most complex, 
sub-theme emerged. Data showed a strong level of internal conflict in the perspective of 
each participant. While each clung onto running as a sense of control, it simultaneously 
broke them; mentally, physically, or both. Specifically, there were often times when the 
participants felt successful in running, and simply within the way they were able to 
maintain their ED/DE. This success was defined sometimes in form of race times, weight 
loss, and the confirmation from teammates, coaches, and others on how they looked or 
how they were performing. This fueled their fire to continue their ED/DE habits, and to 
often not comprehend the damage they were doing to themselves. On the other hand, 
when they failed to perform well, or in some cases, were told they could not maintain the 
weight they had lost or that they needed to eat less, the ED/DE was not hindered. In fact, 
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it often fueled the fire to continue on, but to do better. These conflicting perspectives 
were heavily present in each of the participants’ lives while experiencing their ED/DE, 
and overall, they each acknowledged that they would likely never be truly satisfied with 
themselves or reach the level they so deeply wanted to be. Unfortunately, acknowledging 
this unhealthy cycle did not necessarily mean they would change their ED/DE behaviors, 
often leading to continued feelings of inadequacy, or simply, becoming burned out.   
Each participant described their journey to recovery, though it varied in timing 
and in the pace in which it progressed. For both Division I participants, they began 
confronting their ED/DE in their freshman year, while the other two did not confront it 
until their last year or until after graduation. In all cases, these recovery journeys were not 
straightforward, and their ED/DE behaviors did not simply end. In most cases, finding 
some type of positive support along the way, often that of a family member, a significant 
other, or through friends/teammates, but almost completely without the support of a 
coach figure. Additionally, taking a clean break from running was significant; that is, not 
only separating themselves from the physical act of running or competing, but also in the 
culture in which they either created within their own world, or the one they were a part of 
by simply being on a team.  
Integration of Criticism and Connoisseurship and Critical Evocative Portraiture 
 The fourth research question in this study was as follows: What are the 
advantages of integrating criticism and connoisseurship and critical evocative portraiture? 
What are the implications? Prior to this study, these two methodologies had not been 
integrated; however, when considering the best approach to addressing the gaps in eating 
disorder/disordered eating (ED/DE) literature within NCAA student-athletes, they 
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collectively seemed appropriate to more deeply understanding the topic. In short, the use 
of criticism and connoisseurship provided an opportunity to generate an empathetic form 
of experience that could help the readers understand more fully and vividly the situation 
that a student-athlete was in as they navigated their ED/DE, academics, athletics, and the 
rest of the their lives (Eisner, 1996). Further, critical evocative portraiture was used as a 
means to produce a full picture of the participant (Chapman, 2007), capture their life 
history in the NCAA (Dixson et al., 2005), and explain the situation so it could be 
appreciated (Lyman et al., 2014).  
 To more comprehensively answer this research question, it is important to 
understand how these two qualitative methods work separately and together. To do this, it 
is important to understand what each method is rooted in, its purpose, the role of the 
researcher, and the process of conducting, analyzing, and portraying the data. Each of 
these will be described below, followed by an explanation of how they were integrated in 
this study, and how they can be used in the future.  
Criticism and connoisseurship has typically been used in educational research, 
and is rooted in the arts (Eisner, 2002; Uhrmacher et al., 2016). When using these 
methods, the researcher must have a complex understanding of the framework, practices, 
environments, and other qualities within the topic that is being studied (Eisner, 1998). To 
do this, the researcher must take on the task of being the connoisseur and the critic. The 
connoisseur can determine subtleties amongst the topic they are studying, as well having 
an appreciation for it, while the critic must use this appreciation to “render the useful 
qualities vivid by the artful use of critical disclosure” (Eisner, 1976 p. 141). Collectively, 
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the critic must be able to evaluate appraisal based on the insights of being the 
connoisseurship (Eisner, 2002).  
Through the undertaking of being the critic and connoisseur, the researcher 
provides and generates an empathetic form of experience so that the reader understands 
more fully what the experience (Eisner, 1996). The researcher must ask, “What does this 
situation mean to those involved (Eisner, 2002)? To answer this question, the research 
must complete a process of being descriptive, interpretive, evaluative, and thematic. 
These items are described in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Criticism Phase 
Descriptive Uses narrative to display the essential and subtle qualities of the 
situation experienced. Description can be rendered in visual, 
auditory, or other forms of representation. 
Interpretive Explores the meanings and consequences of situations or events. To 
provider the reader with meaning, the critic uses ideas, models, and 
theories from the arts, humanities, or social sciences. While there is 
no true interpretation, the critic uses various pieces of evidence to 
validate the significance of data points.  
Evaluative  Assesses significance of events described and interpreted, often 
considered an action component.  
Thematic Provides the reader with an understanding of the major themes, 
including ideas or guides for anticipating what may be found in other 
places. These themes provide guidance, not prediction. 
(Uhrmacher et al., 2016, p. 3) 
  Critical evocative portraiture has a similar purpose as criticism and 
connoisseurship, though there are some noteworthy differences. First and foremost, 
portraiture is social-justice oriented and is blended with the aesthetic with the doctrine of 
social science research (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1993; Lyman et al., 2014). The “critical 
evocative” portion of this method addresses the critical component and need to 
“illuminate a situation or object so it can be seen or appreciated” (Lyman et al., 2014), 
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while the term “critical” also carries the connotation of feminism to describe both the 
process and product of using portraiture in research (Lyman et al., 2014).  
 The researcher using critical evocative portraiture attempts to produce a full 
picture of the event or person, as well as encompassing life history (Chapman, 2007). 
Overall, the goal is to bring universal truths and resonant stories to light amongst 
otherwise convoluted depiction of everyday life (Cahnmann-Taylor et al., 2009; Lyman 
et al., 2014). To do this, the portraitist must follow the four dimensions described in 
Table 4. 
Table 4 
Critical Evocative Portraiture Dimensions 
Conception Determine the overarching vision and the embracing gestalt that 
gives the narrative focus and meaning. 
Structure Serves as a scaffold for the narrative, giving frame, stability, and 
organization to the themes.  
Form The artistic texture which illuminates the participants’ experiences, 
often expressed using examples, illustrations, illusions, and ironies. 
Coherence The voice and perspective of the research contributes coherence; 
sometimes in terms of “voice as witness”, others “voices as 
interpretation”.  
(Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1997) 
 These methods complement each other in a number of ways. First, the role of the 
researcher can smoothly be integrated, as they share a similar goal: to more deeply 
understand the stories and experiences of an event or person, as well as uncovering the 
universal truths and the life history of the participants. To meet this goal, the researcher 
must first be a connoisseur, then a critic and a portraitist. As expressed earlier, the 
connoisseur allows for the researcher to have a deep appreciation for the topic, 
understanding the complexity of it and the need for more research. The critic and 
portraitist roles merge together to not only utilize this appreciation, but to also use it to 
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navigate research inquiry. Together, the researcher uses observations and interviews 
(Eisner, 1976) to listen to the stories of the participants, while also keeping the voice of 
the participant as priority (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997).  
There are also commonalities between the Criticism Phase (Table 3) and the 
Critical Evocative Portraiture Dimensions (Table 4). Overall, these different sets of 
methodological criteria aim to explore the topic at hand, relying on participant narratives, 
an ability to understand how various components of the narrative fit together, and then 
how to share with readers (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1997; Uhrmacher et al., 2016). 
Furthermore, both methodologies emphasize the use of using non-traditional data 
including illustrations, illusions, and irony (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1997), and other arts-
based data including visual, auditory, or other forms of representation (Eisner, 1998; 
Uhrmacher et al., 2016).  
These methods share many overarching goals and processes, it is worth noting a 
few components that show how they work better together, especially in the context of this 
study. For example, as stated above, critical evocative portraiture emphasizes participant 
voices. While criticism and connoisseurship does not disregard the participant’s voice, 
critical evocative portraiture researchers take a much stronger stance in ensuring it is 
heard. Specifically, when Lawrence-Lightfoot (1997) discussed the dimension coherence, 
she explained that the voice and perspective of the research contributes to coherence 
either in terms of “voice as a witness” or “voice as interpretation”. In this study, I acted 
as the latter, ensuring that each participant’s story was told, and that it was in their voice 
and tone. After creating each portrait, participants were asked to review and ensure that 
their voices were not lost.  
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While this study did not begin with a particularly feminist framework, it is almost 
impossible to not have one. This is another component that is unique to critical evocative 
portraiture that is not explicitly represented in criticism and connoisseurship but was 
necessary in this work (Lyman et al., 2014). That is, the portraits described in this study 
were heavily based on masculine ideals of the female body, both as women and as an 
athlete. The desire to have a particular body type for their sport, while also staying thin 
for societal pressures was prominent, and also not fully apparent to the participants. This 
is critical, and at its core, is impactful to both men and women to understand, yielding the 
need for a clearer feminism approach in future work.   
Summary. Overall, some of the biggest strengths from integrating these methods 
included the ways in which they so naturally merged together, the strong processes that 
were both incorporated to thoroughly answer the research questions, and the way in 
which they allowed to keep each participant’s story at the center focus. Each method 
allowed me to dive deeply into each story; both criticism and connoisseurship and critical 
evocative portraiture yielded the capacity to use various data points, including interviews, 
notes, and observations, keeping empathy at the forefront. Critical evocative portraiture 
was then able to push the process of creating portraits and exhibiting the stories even 
more so by keeping the participant voices at center.  
Implications of this were primarily in the limitation that no participant 
participated in Phase 3. While this was optional, and is not a requirement of either 
method, both methods are unique in that they are open to the additional data point. When 
integrating these methods in future research, it would be critical to obtain some additional 
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and non-traditional piece, with the aim that it could be an alternative data that further 
captures the participant’s voice.  
Recommendations for the NCAA 
 As it stands, coaches and athletic trainers rely on a mental health handbook, 
created by the NCAA, to determine if and when a student-athlete is symptomatic of an 
ED/DE (NCAA, 2015). The primary framework for addressing ED/DE is the Female 
Athlete Triad, which is beneficial when considering the physical symptoms; energy 
availability, menstrual function, and bone mineral density. However, the data from this 
study clearly shows that ED/DE is much more complex than just the physical symptoms, 
and thus, the NCAA should broaden their scope of addressing this issue, especially when 
developing policies and procedures.  
 It is critical to acknowledge that coaches and athletic trainers bear a great deal of 
responsibility in their roles. On average, for example, head coaches of cross-country 
programs are often in charge of 28-30 male and female student-athletes (NCAA, 2018), 
while one athletic trainer works with an average of four teams at a time (Bradley et al., 
2015). It is difficult to determine how much a coach or athletic trainer should play in 
addressing ED/DE in their teams, and it is critical to note that in most cases, they are not 
trained in psychology or therapy. That is, they cannot be relied on for expertise in 
ED/DE. However, there are certainly ways to move forward in educating these important 
positions. For example, it is significant to educate coaches on the topic of ED/DE outside 
the realm of the Female Athlete Triad. Even obtaining a brief understanding and 
education of this issue can go a long way. By educating these positions, one could hope 
that the use of body-shaming language would decrease, and possibly be eliminated. 
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Coaches using phrases like “too much food at the dining hall” or “watch what you eat” 
are completely unacceptable, yet coaches continue to use this language. Further, the 
NCAA should educate their coaches on the impact promoting specific body types can 
have on athletes, as research continues to show that there is not often the “right body 
type”.  
 While coaches do not and should not act as therapists to their athletes, it should be 
understood that the individual is more than an athlete. The NCAA should require some 
form of coach-to-athlete check-in to ensure they are doing well not only athletically, but 
more in the realm of academics, general mental health, and simply navigating young 
adulthood. College is a trying time for many, especially as student-athletes navigate 
extremely busy schedules, as well as simply the transition away from home, or the 
transition they begin to make towards the end of their collegiate careers. Simply asking, 
“How are you doing?” is not a large task to ask of coaches, and this is important in not 
only addressing ED/DE, but also addressing mental health as a whole—something the 
NCAA has been promoting heavily for at least half a decade now.  
 Along with educating coaches and athletic trainers on the use of body and food-
specific language, it is critical to teach student-athletes this information as well. For 
example, educating women of the short-term and long-term outcomes of an ED/DE, 
including both physical and mental effects. This includes understanding the physiology of 
food intake and physical exercise on energy expenditure, the importance of regular 
menstrual cycles, and how these factors relate to long-term health. Further, though in 
relation to this, is to promote a sense of long-term goals, missions, etc., to student-
athletes. That is, each of the participants of this study admitted at some point that they 
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were not thinking long-term, that they only saw what was happening while they were in 
college. This inability to see long-term effects is not out of the norm for college-age 
students from a developmental perspective, but it should not be overlooked.  
 Another recommendation for the NCAA is to provide more resources, and to 
make it clear to student-athletes what those resources are. Each participant attempted to 
seek help for their ED/DE, or the coinciding depression and anxiety they were 
experiencing. In some cases, there were no known resources provided by the university, 
particularly at the Division II and III levels. However, even at the Division I level, it was 
difficult for one of the participants to find adequate help because the resources simply did 
not exist. Ensuring that there are resources is critical but ensuring that students are often 
reminded of what those are is of equal importance. 
 Finally, it is important for NCAA policy makers to understand that there is no 
obvious difference among student-athletes based on division. Each of these participants 
experienced an ED/DE in an effort to become a better athlete regardless of their 
competition level. Therefore, the policy around ED/DE should not vary depending on 
division, and the non-Division I students should not be stripped of resources simply 
because they are not as talented or competitive. 
Recommendations from the Participants 
 Throughout the interviews, participants were asked two questions that addressed 
their perspectives on ED/DE within the NCAA. Below is each question, along with a 
collection of answers provided by the participants: 
What advice would you give to a student-athlete today? 
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• There is no such thing as an ideal racing weight, and that every individual body is 
different.  
• It can difficult to transition into high school to college where you have free reign 
of your food consumption. If it seems overwhelming, channel what you did 
previously, but do not over think it. 
• Do not compare yourself to what anyone else is eating.  
• Understand what self-care is, and ensure you are doing it.  
• Do not feel like you need to perform well for anyone other than yourself. 
• Keep in mind that you are never alone in this; that there is likely someone, a male 
or a female, on your team struggling with the same thing. Even if you do not want 
help yet, knowing you are not completely alone in this is significant.  
What recommendations do you have for the NCAA to better address ED/DE? 
• Provide more regulatory practices to implement philosophies that are body 
positive and that do not promote a certain body type per sport. Ensure that 
coaches, athletic trainers, and student-athletes are educated on these philosophies. 
• Universities must promote the use and availability of more student mental health 
services. 
• Coaches should have open office hours to connect with their student-athletes 
about how they are doing, including academically, athletically, and overall. 
• Educate student-athletes about ED/DE in a real way, but without promotion of it. 
Ensure that student-athletes are taught what fueling their bodies means and what it 
means when they are not fueled properly. This includes, but is not limited to, the 
Female Athlete Triad.  
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• Test student-athletes for bone density, blood health, and period regularity at least 
annually.  
• When a student-athlete comes to their coach for help with the ED/DE, they should 
not be referred to a dietician or nutritionist. Being told to “eat more”, or even 
what to eat, will not fix the issue.  
Recommendations for Future Researchers  
 This study revealed the need for further research to better understand this sub-
population of individuals struggling with ED/DE. The following is a list of possible 
directions to take this research: 
• Conduct more research on this specific population utilizing a larger sample to 
determine the possibility of additional themes, and to more deeply explore those 
derived from this study. 
• Research personality and social differences amongst this population. Not only to 
compare divisions, but also to understand how ED/DE does or does not manifests 
similarly or differently.  
• Expand research to further understand any possible differences in consideration so 
socio-economic status, race, and gender. Though this study’s sample did include a 
non-White participant, it is critical to have a more representative example. 
• Expand on recovery. This study did not focus on recovery, though it was at least 
partially discussed in each interview. Though research is limited on this (e.g., 
Arthur-Cameselle et al., 2018), it is important to understand how thi\s population 
can or cannot recover and the different factors that may impact recovery. 
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• Because this was not a clinically focused study, I did not dive deeply into any 
deep-rooted causes of ED/DE. However, given the literature on ED/DE in the 
general population, it may be helpful to look for any common trends within this 
specific population. Similarly, understanding recovery tracks from this lens may 
also be of importance.  
• Research why some teams have such prominent ED/DE cultures, including 
understanding coaching techniques, team dynamics, level of competition, etc. 
Teams that do not have such cultures should also be considered to understand 
what factors eliminate ED/DE culture. 
• Research other athletic teams beyond long-distance cross-country and track 
athletes to better understand any unique characteristics to runners, as well as any 
similarities or differences between sports in the lived experiences.  
Limitations  
 There are a few limitations to consider for this study. First, the study was unable 
to obtain a more racially or ethnically diverse sample. Research often do not collect non-
White samples when studying ED/DE, however, it is still critical to understand if there 
are any differences in the experience. Another limitation is that one aim for recruitment 
of this study was to find a sample that was representative of the country. Though all 
participants were from different states, all of those states were on the East Coast. 
Primarily, this was the case due to convenience and the timeframe in which I wanted to 
complete the study.  
Finally, a methodological limitation includes the fact that no participant 
completed the arts-based phase of the study. While one participant was not asked due to 
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the timing in which this study was planned to be complete, another had to opt out due to 
it becoming triggering to her negative memories of her ED. Though this was an option 
phase, there is limitation in understanding full how these two methods were fully 
integrated. Simultaneously, an arts-based piece is not a requirement of either criticism 
and connoisseurship or critical evocative portraits. Data derived from the interviews was 
plentiful for purposes of this study, but to better understand how these methods can fully 
be integrated, it would be beneficial to have the arts-based piece included. 
Final Remarks 
 This study aimed to understand the experiences of female NCAA student-athletes 
with an eating disorder or disordered eating. Within their experiences, how did their ED 
impact them as students, as athletes, and generally, as humans? The data derived from 
Mae, Laura, Eleanor, and Sarah’s stories were complex, overwhelming, and insightful as 
to what it looks and feels like to experience this specific issue. Often, their lives were 
filled with chronic injury, isolation, self-hate, and a constant feeling of not being good 
enough. They threw their entire selves into running, putting academics to the backburner, 
and their overall mental health. 
 Moving forward, it is critical that researchers continue exploring these 
complexities, as well as the experiences of other types of female athletes under the 
NCAA jurisdiction, male athletes, and the types of culture that promotes ED/DE in the 
NCAA. Further, the NCAA must acknowledge that these experiences are psychologically 
detrimental, not just physically. With that knowledge, the NCAA should also better 
educate their coaches, athletic trainers, and student-athletes about the seriousness of 
ED/DE, while also shifting to a more gender-equal and body positive culture.  
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As a final point, I wanted to share a note I wrote while annotating these 
interviews, reflecting on not only my own experiences with ED, but that of these four 
women as well, and how it relates to the pure joy of running: 
The ironic part about running is that it is often referred to as an escape, and these 
women became addicted to that escape. They became obsessed with the rare but 
wildly intense moments of doing the thing that brought them the most of joy in 
life and doing the thing that made them feel successful. To enhance those 
feelings, they stopped caring about school, life, relationships, and really, 
themselves. But running helps us forget how hard everything else in life is. It is 
critical to understand that one can temporarily and quite literally run away from 
life, but the anxiety of not addressing insecurities and stressors—that anxiety is 
always going to be there. It will weigh us down, probably more than if we had just 
dealt with everything to begin with, and if we had just loved ourselves for 
whatever we were. Unfortunately, when you’re a kid, or a college-aged student in 
this case, and you find yourself in that situation, the escape is too easy, the 
success feels too big. All it takes is grabbing your shoes and running out the door, 
away from everything, everyone, and running further and faster than you ever 
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Appendix A  







As an NCAA student-athlete, I struggled with an all-consuming eating disorder. As a freshman, I saw other 
teammates and competitors struggle with this; throwing up in the bathroom before races, starving 
themselves, you name it. I never understood why until halfway through my collegiate running career when 
I, too, found myself wanting to be faster and to be the best runner possible, which I thought meant being as 
lean as possible. So, I restricted my diet, lost weight quickly, and obsessed over everything diet and running 
until years after I graduated. My journey through this was silent, difficult, heart breaking, and quite frankly, 
easily overlooked as the NCAA does not have proper protocol in place to monitor athletes who are 
struggling, even ones who don't fully look it. 
 
I decided to take action in my academic and career pursuits by looking at the research of this population, 
determining the gaps, and addressing the issues that lead to 25% of female runners to experience the same 
struggle I did (and that's only the reported number). In my initial findings, I realized we've lost the emotion 
and human component of this population and this problem, and thus, I’m taking research back a few steps 




It is here, in the social media world, that I ask friends, followers, etc., for help. I'm looking for 4 female, 
post-NCAA cross country/track runners to participate in my dissertation. These women must be at least 1 
year out of NCAA participation, but no more than 10. I’m looking for participants from all 3 Divisions, and 
for women who feel passionate about having a conversation through 2 interviews about their own personal 
experiences and journeys. This study is completely anonymous, as I have taken the means to ensure each 
individual's safety and privacy. 
 
If you, or someone you know, may be interested in participating, share my email (See comments), DM me, 
share this post, and spread the word. I'm determined to dig into this topic, help the NCAA understand the 





Phase One Interview Questions 
IV. Pre-College Athletics 
1. Describe your experience as an athlete prior to college.  
2. What are the factors that compelled you to pursuing athletics in college? 
II. Expectations of the Student-Athlete Experience 
1. Describe your expectations of running in college. 
2. Describe your expectations of pursuing a degree in college. 
3. What factors, if any, helped you determine which school you would attend? 
III. Eating Disorder/Disordered Eating History  
1. When did you first begin experiencing your ED/DE? 
2. If there were any, what were the factors that led to the onset?  
3. Upon entering college, what were your expectations of monitoring, continuing, or 
dealing with your ED/DE as a student-athlete? (Only use when ED/DE began 
before college) 
 
4. If at all, how did your ED/DE effect your experiences as an athlete? 
 
 
5. If at all, how did your ED/DE effect your experiences as a student? 
 
 




7. If so, what was the point in which you were most aware of your ED/DE? 
 
 
8. How did ED/DE influence your life as a whole in the moment? 
 
IV. Post-College ED/DE and Running 
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1. Upon reflecting on your experience of being a student-athlete in the NCAA, how 
do you feel about your ED/DE? 
 
2. If you have any, what are your perceptions of how the NCAA addresses ED/DE 







Phase Two Interview Questions 
Phase Two questions varied as they reflected each participant’s first interview; however, 
there were some common questions including:  
 
I. Introduction Questions 
 
1. Given our first interview, and the time that has passed, I wanted to take a moment to 
see if you had any follow-up thoughts on anything we discussed? 
 
2. What does running mean to you? If it does, how does it look different in your life 
now as opposed to high school, college, etc.? 
 
II. Follow-up – General 
 
1. How did you and your teammates react to injury? 
 
2. If at all, when did you feel most control of your running? Were there certain factors 
that led to this feeling? 
 
3. If at all, when did you feel most control of your success? Were there certain factors 
that led to this feeling? 
 
III. Conclusions 
1. If the opportunity arose, what would you tell a current or future student-athlete 







Phase Three Arts-Based 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the final phase of this study. To begin, please 
read and consider the following question:  
 
What was the epitome of your experience of having an eating disorder/disordered 
eating as an NCAA student-athlete? 
 
Please allow yourself the opportunity to consider this question, and what it may deeply 
mean to you.  
 
When you are ready, please express your answer to the question in a way that feels most 
natural to you. This may include a poem, a journal entry, a photograph, a painting, or any 
other way you feel you can express the answer.  
 
As an example, please read the following journal entry:  
 
 
